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town will clear approximately $300
for the pack this season, although
it was a backward year. Five hunWarren Pack Com
' dred dollars was paid out for town
pleted—Will Be
i labor, and it was necessary to make
i only minor repairs at the fish house
Shipped To Haiti
I this season.
Work on the alewife pack ln War
The average for every packed
ren was completed Monday, the | barrel will be 98'i cents, or 23%
total barrels packed, being 863 . 779 cents more a packed barrel than
last year when McCormak-Zatzman
of that number, firsts, or ten inches
completed its three-year contract
and over in length; and 84. seconds, the price 75 cents a packed barrel,
or under ten inches in length. The
and no grading of the fish. The
firm which contracted for them
this year for a period of three
years is the Brandt Auguste-Nadal
and Co. of Port au Prince, Haiti.
The fish will remain stored in
the fish house untl late fall or early
Winter when they will be shipped
by rail to New York, then trans
ferred to a freighter for Haiti.
THURSDAY, JULY 4
The Highway Safey Division ac
FIRST TIME HERE
quaints every motorist and pedes
trian in Maine concerning the fa
talities which happened during the
July 5 period of last year. Four
people in the State of Maine met
"sudden death" while they were
enjoying the holiday period. In or
der to curb and forestall a reciurence of this tragic iccident ex
perience ln our State during the
July Fourth period the Highway
Safety Division hopes (hat the peoi pie of our State and out-of-State
motorists will observe and obey the
rules of safe walking and careful
driving practices.

Alewives Net $300
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 18t6. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
I Andrews, 3b........ 4
(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)
was established in,1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These Holiday Games
The Rockland Pirates are playing Duley, 2b, rf .... 4
papers consolidated March 17,1897,
And lt was from this named
a double header at Vinalhaven July | Call, ss, 2b........... 3
method
of approach that our small
Fourth—morning and afternoon.
Dunbar, p ........ 4
party
received
eight accessions.
The Camden Shells are meeting Starr, x ......-....... 1
Livermore Falls at Camden on the
Over tlie brow of the parking space
same day at 10.15 a. m. and 3 p. m.
40 8 11 27 11 5
they suddenly appeared out of the
• • • •
Rockland .... 2 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0-8
mists, wet, bedraggled and unmis
Coming Games
Rockport
00101222 0—8
takably weary. But this octet
Friday, July 5—St. George at
Home run, Bohndell, Two base
"could take It,” and every member
Rockland; Rockport at Thomaston. hits. Moon, Delay and Billings.
was smiling. The smiles abated
Tuesday, July 9—Rockland at Struck out, by Dunbar 8, by Whit
somewhat when the rain com
Thomaston; Rockport at St. George.1 man 6. by R. Ellis 3, by Chisholm 2.
menced to come down ln torrents—
• • • •
Base on balls off R. Ellis 2, Scorer,
When we reached the summit of I real, honest to goodness rain such
Rockport 8, Rockland 8
Maude Winchenbach.
Mt. Washington Sunday noon I as you might expect on top of the
With the score 8 to 1 In the fifth
• • • •
looked about me with considerable world where the temperature Is unInning at Rockport last night lt
Rockland plays two games at curiosity to see what the top of deT 40 degrees and where the wind
looked as if the Pirates had won an Vinalhaven the Fourth and lt looks
New England's highest peak was blows hard enough to fly a kite on
other ball game, but not quite. as if the regular team would be able like. There were no trees to cast } a calm day. The only shelter was
Rockport scored one in the fifth to make it this time for once.
and two in the sixth, seventh and
• • • •
eighth to tie up the game. BohnTlie Belfast Advertisers who held
dell hit a home run ln the sixth the Pirates to a 3 to 1 win at Bel
that landed in the middle of the fast, come to Rockland Sunday and
road In deep right field—the lusti will present a strong lineup and a
est hit ever seen on those grounds. game as good as the Old Town game
Whit Whitman started for the Is looked for.
Pirates and looked very good the
• • • •
four innings he hurled.
Dick French and Chuck Ellis will
THE CREEK HILL MENACE
LaCrosse led the Pirate hitters probably hurl the two duels at the
with three bingles. while Bohndell Island, while Al McNeally will twirl
The frequently occurring motor accidents at the foot of
led Rockport at the plate.
against Thomaston.
Creek Hill, Thomaston, have led to a general and Insistent
RockLnd
demand for a remedy. Presumably the town officials and the
IPs fun to be in the taxi business
The Pirates have a left hander
ab r bh po a
&
State Highway Commission have considered the matter, but
when you can drive a nifty car
at last in the person of ’’Whit'
Billings, ss _____ 6 2 3 1 2
the fact remains that nothing has apparently been done
like George Phillips’ new Plymouth.
Whitman and the tall boy looks
Collamore, 2b .... 5 1
about it. and hasty ambulance trips to Knox Hospital continue
good.
Flanagan, c, 3b .. 5
to multiply. The Courier-Gazette Is not going to undertake
Awnings, large or small, hammock
C. Ellis, 3b, rf .... 5
an offhand solution of the difficulty, and is certainly not
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
Ed's boy Henry finally hit one j
With Huge Wild-Animal
Karl, cf............... 3
going to tell the officials what their duty Is, but following the
J covers. All sorts of canvas work
MENAGERIE, MUSEUM
where they went at Rockpoit for
French,
rf
______
5
accident of Tuesday morning this paper was appealed to by
tad Real WILD WEST,.
! Rockland Awning Co.. Tel. 1282-W,
the longest hit of the season.
LaCrosse, lb ...... 5
And this is how the Mt. Washington clubhouse looks In midwinter, piled
a score of persons who are determined that some steps should
V•••
116 Willow St.
73-tf
high with ice and snow. Ugh!
Foote,
c
...............
3
Ctoaioustv GKlATlf ..
be taken—and community pride strengthens that desire. We
Cail of the C.C.C. showed up
GORGIOUSLY GRANDER
Wink, rf __
do not want Thomaston advertised the length and breadth
good at bat as well as the field for
B HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE AND ANIMALS
R. Ellis, p
their shadow, and the last ones we the shcdllke approach to the club
of the State as a town where extra caution has to be observed
Rockport.
• TONS OF PONDEROUS ELEPHANTS
Whitman, p
saw in ascending the big hill con house where I presently made the
in order to safely negotiate the principal street. We do not
• • • •
• SCORES OF MAGNIFICENT HORSES
Chisholm, p
sisted of stubby spruce growth acquaintance of the leader of the
want it advertised as the town where an uninformed stranger
Art
Flanagan
of
the
Pirates
is
• CLOWNS 6AL0RE • ACRES OF TENTS
is apt to be killed, or maimed for life.
playing the best game of his career hardly taller than the average man. hikers, a Portland attorney named
41 8 10 27 8 2 at the hot corner and is slamming No trees, no grass, on top, Just a
OPEN
The Cream of the World’s
The editor’s attention was called yesterday to the fact
R/x kpwt
huge pile of rocks, mostly granite Ray W. Stetson. With him were
Choicest Circus Talent
that while there are curve signs on either end of Creek Hill
FOR THE SEASON
the ball well over 350.
ab r bh po a
but well mixed with the field rock Mr. and Mrs. Vernal Andrews of
there is nothing to warn the unwary stranger that the hill is a
twice 9 a Q D II doom
Special 4th of July Dinner
5
12
6
3
Hall,
c,
ss
«...
West Stunner, Ruth and Burleigh
DAILY Z Ot O
IN. I 4 1 t M.
Buddy Chisholm looks better so familiar In stonewalls.
dangerous one. not only because it is steep, but because of the
Simmons, rf, c ._ 4
Free Acts on Midway 12.30 A 6.30 pm
1 2
The Mt. Washington Summit Crockett of Sumner, Irma Stetson
every game he pitches.
abnormally
sharp
curve
at
the
foot
of
it.
If
the
motorist
BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK
1 1
Ladd, cf................ 6
Road which we had negotiated is a of Hartford and Donald Webster of
knew the existence of this double menace he would gauge the
MEALS SERVED DAILY
LOWEST PRICES IN BIG
That
Andrews
boy
has
a
good
Bohndell,
If
........
5
2
1
time honored institution, having Sumner.
speed of his car to meet lt, but with no traffic signs to warn
SHOW HISTORY
TENANT'S HARBOR, TEL. 27
Moon, lb ______ 5
1 10
0 arm from third to first for a strike, been opened to the public the year Didn’t Care Where She Sat
him.
he
doesn
’
t
know
it
until
too
late.
80* lt
Cftp Hus | Children
OCp
__________________________________ the Civil War broke out. The en
Later during our stay there came
Some observers see a passible remedy by doing away with
JUw Tax | Under 12 Years Luu
trance is located eight miles from another party of hikers wetter and
the building on the northern side of the street, lessening the
Including Wild Animal Menagerie
the Glen House on the main high more bedraggled than their prede
sharp angle, and raising the grade, and of course there's
MODERN OFFICES
way, U. S. Route 16. The average cessors, because the storm had In
that other and less welcome contingency of making an exit
TO LET
This article Is to warn motorists not far distant when they will be grade is 12 percent, although there creased ln violence. Some mem
from and entrance to Thomaston by some other route. We
ODD FELLOWS BLDG.
don't assume to know what should be done, but in behalf of a
that a systematic drive Is to be outlawed in this State. "The Black are many places much steeper as I bers of this party had lagged a bit,
Cat" gave us some splendid advice ! stated in the opening Installment and not a little anxiety was felt
TELEPHONE 247
concerned public we want to see something done, and soon.
made at once to stop speeding and
OR SEF. THE JANITOR
ln his editorial of July the 2d. If of this article. The Summit Road until everybody was safe—or as
16 SCHOOL ST„ ROCKLAND
reckless driving on our streets. we as public officials could arrange £or lhe first four miles traverses safe as possible ln what had devel
78-80
WILLKIE'S RUNNING MATE
Hardly a day goes by that we do for a public celebration and Are- 1 rugged mountain forest land, and oped into a winter storm, now hail
not have more or less complaints works display on some of our public only occasionally can one get a now snow.
The Republicans could hardly have found a better man than
Off there in the distance was an
Oregon’s Senator Charles McNary to place on the ticket with
of excessive speeding on our high- ' playgrounds, staged by experts, un glimpse of the starting point.
The tree line has practically van other land—the one from qvhlch we
Wendell Willkie.
der
police
protection,
we
think
lt
ways. South Main. Camden and
The latter Is a newcomer to public life; the former has
ished. when the Half Way House is had just come, a land of warmth
North Main streets as well as would be much better than to allow reached. From this point on the
devoted most of his adult years to it.
and sunshine. Here on the summit
Broadway are most subject to this j our streets for such sports.
A veteran of many campaigns and parliamentary battles,
tourist gazes awe-stricken upon the winter had come again—or Is lt al
Only
today
a
young
man
from
Charlie McNary knows the highways and byways of the na
violation.
ways winter up there where the
an adjoining town was brought in- (*alts of
Presidential Range
tional government as well as any man in Washington. If the
LICENSED BEAUTICIAN
The school holiday is on now and
Jefferson, Adams, rising, as the ether is so thin that you gasp every
Willkie-McNary ticket wins, the head of it will not want for
to
court
and
fined
for
throwing
a
a great many of our children are
sage counsel on how to get things done in that strange
catalogue puts lt, "like huge ele time you turn a somersault.
on the streets and often crossing firecracker into a passing car phants across the Great Gulf.’’
labyrinth of federal bureaucracy, or how to gain the co-opera
Now Associated With
In the vanguard of the second
causing
injury
to
one
occupant
in
tion of all factions in Congress.
them. They should be protected,
What
We
Did
Not
See
hiking
delegation was a damsel at
Co-operation has been a McNary specialty through the
as well as pedestrians, from care the car and necessitating medical
Look eastward and you see the tired ln shorts and her curls hung
years of the New Deal. President Roosevelt had his support
treatment.
I
hope
there
will
be
no
less drivers. Therefore we ask all
Andrascoggln flowing past Berlin over her face like "seaweed on a
on practically all of the New Deal's most fundamental reforms.
persons and especially the State such recurrence of this act on this and through the meadows of OorThe NRA, the AAA. the TVA. Social Security, the Stock
clam" as that old song used to go.
Fourth
and
sincerely
trust
that
par

Police and Sheriff departments to
Market Control law, the Utilities Holding Company law, the
ham and Shelburne. Across Pink- In the nomenclature of the street
ents
will
have
their
children
cele

Labor Relations act—on all of these and other measures
aid us in bringing these offenders
ham Notch rises the grand Carter she was "all in," and at the foot
Senator McNary refused the obstructionist role followed by
84 PARK ST. ROCKLAND TEL, 1123-W
to Justice. If this does not accom brate on their own property and Dome, with the Wildcat range to of the 67 stairs which I have men
some of his colleagues.
plish our aims we shall delegate keep them from throwing fire the right. Turn a little southerly tioned she seated herself abruptly
As a lifelong progressive, he believed the New Deal should
special offleers to these areas. Our crackers into our streets and and note the Saco Valley. North and apparently gave no heed to th8
JULY SPECIALS
have its chance It failed on some of its reforms because of
amongst groups of children.
stumble-bum administration, but it can never be said that the
citizens must be protected.
Conway and Intervale In Its midst, fact that there was at least half an
Remember the greatest kindness
80’82
Senate's minority leader gave less tb’.n the full measure of
Now Just a, word regarding the
between graceful Kearsage and inch of water on the stair. Not
support ln drafting and enacting those measures which the
to
these
youngsters
Is
not
to
let
Fourth which comes on Thursday
the Moat range. A little farther only wet water but cold water; Ib
Roosevelt administration had promised and the voters had
as the old saying is: "The Fourth Is them substitute a fleeting thrill for away you see the long Sandwich takes more than a little matter like
approved.
a day of fun, the Fifth a day of death or permanent disability.
If one were to seek a division between that part of the
range, with the beautiful peaks of that to disturb your modem maid
A. D. Fish,
Npw Deal which has been sound liberalism and that which
sorrow." I was much Interested ln
Chocorua, Paugus, Passaconway ens.
Chief of Police
belongs to the category of crackpot, he could well take Sena
the article by Chief Russell on a
Whiteface, Tripyramid and Sand
I was smiling inwardly and per
tor McNary's voting record as the dividing line.
Rockland, July 2.
safer and saner Fourth, and that
wich Dome, and the waters of haps outwardly at this disconsolate
Somewhat the same thing could be said of the record of
nine States had outlawed the use
Winrdpesaukee gleaming in the picture when an unusually heavy
Joe Martin, minority leader of the House. And, incidentally,
Local 371, Amalgamated Clothing I ^tonce.
of fireworks. I hope the time Is
should the Republicans win. Mr. Martin doubtless would be
gust of wind came along and blew
come Speaker of the House. His qualities as a presiding
Workers of America, held Its regu
The man who wrote the descrip my straw hat Into a pool of water.
officer have Just been amply demonstrated in his skillful.
lar meeting in K. P. hall June 28.' tion of the Mount Washington Never mind what I said!
Impartial and confidence-inspiring conduct of the spirited
At the short business meeting, a auto road said that. You couldn't A Congenial Waiter
Philadelphia convention. Willkie, McNary, Martin—a strong
general wage Increase of 6% was prove lt by me, for the dark mists
trio —New York World Telegram.
Most welcome was the warmth
announced, and officers for the were ln possession of the upper which I encountered as I stepped
national union were voted on. This half of the mountain, and Bob into the clubhouse and placed my
A FITTING SELECTION
was followed by the quarterly union Webster was having hts hands full self at the disposal of the courteous
danoe, where refreshments were In keeping his car in the center of
(Continued on Page Four)
The appointment of Mayor Frederick G. Payne as finance
served and the union members and the narrow highway. Looking up
commission budget officer received the prompt confirmation it
their many guests passed an enjoy ward, after we had passed Half
deserved, and announcement is made that his salary will be
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
able evening dancing to the music Way House, lt did not seem possible
$5000 a year. Looked upon from the standpoint of a consolation
If I hid my life to live again I
of an orchestra under the direction that we could reach that lofty peak
prize it is very fitting; and the State's taxpayers may rest
would have made a rule to read some
of
Emma
Harvey.
An
outing
is
be

poetry
and llaten to some music at
towering so grimly above us. But
assured that the highest type of service will be given.
least once a week. The loaa of these
ing planned for August.
the engineers of 1861 had bullded tastes Is s loss of happiness—Charles
well and laid out tlie road on curves Darwin
W HEELER BECOMES ACTIVE
I AM THE FOURTH OF JULY
which brought us higher and higher
SEEK BEAUTY? on the mountain side until the I am the Fourth of July.
Here's Burton K. Wheeler, Montana's able statesman,
not something that happened
summit parking space had been IIn am
threatening-revolt if the Democratic party does not do his
what the textbooks call History.
I
am
not
a date on a calendar,
~~~
YOU
reached.
bidding, and meantime flirting with the Townsend National
I am not an excuse lor a holiday.
may
Some
Hectic
Hiking
For
noise
and
parades and speeches.
Convention. And on top of it all comes John L. Lewis, the
need
For firecrackers and lockjaw.
There were only two cars ahead
C.I.O. leader, to declare that Senator Wheeler Is the only
I am the Fourth of July
of us, and the owner of one told me I am the Birthday Certificate
Democrat who could defeat Wendell Willkie the Republican
With the addition to our
Of
written ln blood
that his party had been waiting AndLiberty
nominee. It may be added that certain Democratic leaders
staff of R. A MacDonald, ex
sealed with a terrible faith
You
need
me
now more than ever:
pert
watch
repair
man,
we
there
three
hours
ln
the
hope
that
who are now whistling to keep up their courage, will find their
This lias been said not once but many limes of the splendid
For tyranny walks the world.
offer three qualified watch
the
mists
might
vanish
so
that
they
hands
full
before
Wendell
Willkie
Is
through
with
his
cam

And
the
hand
of oppression is heavy.
Sunday Excursion Cruises run through September 15 among the
repair operators for your
could see the wondrous scenery I am the Fourth of July.
paign. “We Will Win With Willkie" is the alliterative slogan
scenic islands of lovely Penobscot Bay.
convenience.
I am man a hope and his hunger.
thereabouts.
adopted in some quarters.
An invigorating, healthful way to spend a Sunday. Low
This means a new type of
Man's contract with freedom forever.
fares—fast, powerful, absolutely safe steamers.
There are three methods of reach Let never my truth be twisted
Watch Repair Service is
By honey-tongued opportunists;
now
possible.
Prompt,
Ab
ing
the summit of Mt. Washington Cast me into the teeth
Stmr. North Haven—Sixty mile sail—Swan’s Island, Stoning
THEY'RE GREAT CLAIMERS
solutely
Dependable,
Thor

prophets and treacherous
—the cog railway which takes pas Of false
ton, North Haven.
captains.
oughly Efficient.
The Germans concede that they have had 156,492 casual
Stmr. W. S. White—Twenty-five mile sail to Vinalhaven.
sengers up and down for $3 a head; I am the Fourth of July
find them in
ties since the Western offensive began May 10, but don’t think
the auto road which calls for a toll In a time of Terror and hatred.
Shore dinners on the islands available.
Of wars and tlie rumors of wars,
there
isn
’
t
a
string
to
this
admission.
They
claim
to
have
of $5 for each car and $1 for each I stand, and I am not shaken
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
Both boats leave Tillson's Wharf at 9 o'clock, daylight time,
JEWELER
politicians take notice,
1.900,000 French captives, including 20,000 officers. The Ger
passenger; and the foot trail over Let
each Sunday, and return in the late afternoon.
387 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
And let the demagogues tremhle.
We
will
survive the despot
80-Th-tf
mans can outclaim the Democrats any day in the week, and,
which sightseers may toil labori
—Joseph Auslander, In New York
we must sadly admit can outguess and outfipht them
ously upward at 16 cent3 apiece
Heral<b-Trtt>ui>'

Rockport Came Up From Behind
In 8-8 Battle With Rockland

CELEBRATE AT
THE CIRCUS

TODAY!

Mt

Ill ||[^|

SENSIBLE ADVICE FOR FOURTH

MISS WINIFRED DIMICK

THE VOGUE

BEAUTY SHOP

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SAIL IN AMERICA

A new “High”
In Watch

Repair Service

BEAUTY SHOPS
HAIRDRESSERS
BARBERS AND
DRUGGISTS...

Karl M. Leighton
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A Strange Meal, In a Strange Place,
On a Strange Day
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Stoddard and A1 Elliot.
Extension—Duke Annis and Al
mon Cooper.
THBEB-TIMES-A-WEEK
Bob Gregory Now Heads
Finance—Harold Leach and Len
He that believeth in the Son
Jackson.
Local Club—Cooper’s
hath everlasting life: and he
Lions Education — Duke Annis,
that believeth not the Son shall
Interesting Talk
Stewart Oberton.
not see life; but the wrath of
The roster of the Rockland Lions
Membership — A1 Gregory and
God abideth on him.—John 3: 3C.
Club produced another entertaining Earle Ludwick.
speaker Wednsday noon in the per
Program—Frank Ingraham.
son of its comparatively new mem
Publicity—Frank Winslow.
ber, Almon B. Cooper, Jr., who told
Fellowship—Bob Allen and Al
Master at Arms, a Romance and
(For The Courier-Gazette]
liis feUow members about his ex mon Cooper.
a Swordsman who outwitted his
periences in the Missouri Ozarks
Transportation — Wilbur Senter
United States! We think of thee,
generation's fate, by Rafael Saba
where
he
went
in
the
Summer
of
and
Phon Russell.
On this our Natal Day;
tini. Publishers, Houghton Mifflin
1934 as a government foreman ln
Sports-Frank Tirrell and Sam
Amidst the perils of the hour,
Company, Boston.
connection with soil erosion and Savltt.
Lord hear our prayer we pray.
The mind is filled with expectant
J flood control work. In the crew
Sight Conservation and Blind
zest, and refreshing breezes, alive
Where millions fight and millions die.
were 100 men most of whom had Work—Pard Kenyon and Jitn Bur
with intrigue and masterly dialogue
For Truth and Liberty;
seen war service.
gess.
when one reads the works of Rafael
Aid Thou the cause that tryants fear;
Boys and Qlrls Work—Jack Trott
' The object of their survey was to
Sabatini. One must be alive to
And set the nations free.
discover why and when the soil! and Seth Atwell.
French history and its turbulent
erosion was taking place, Most of i Citizenship and Patriotism—Cleve
Where homeless, helpless refugees,
years of Revolution, to get the full
the area had been burned over and Sleeper and Henry’ Howard.
Suffer
in
countless
throngs;
value of this author’s artistic de
Civic Improvement—Axel Brunhad grown up to sage brush. The
Avenge
O
Loru
we
humble
pray,
ductions and character building.
speaker told of the effect of sudden berg and Joe Dondis.
Their
miseries
and
wrongs.
This story is of the French Revo
Community Betterment — Josh
rainstorms and how they washed
lution standing alongside his best
In distant lands where the oppressed
away thousands of acres of top soli, Southard and Pard Kenyon.
works with the same fascinating
In fear and darkness grope;
Education of Youth—Ralph Con
leaving a hard surface of limestone
charm and logical strength of
God bless America we pray,
ant and Virgie Studley.
or
granite.
’•Scaramouche.”
Presenting tlie
Their strength and saving hope.
Health and Welfare- Gil Soule
Tire crew's second task was to
hero in stalwart gallant and domi
and
Cliff Cross.
give a detailed report of fires, 20
America! Where people dwell,
nating greatness of purpose in life
Safety —Sam Norwood, Bill Smith.
to
50
occurring
daUy
on
the
lands
Ol
ev'ry
race
and
blood;
and charm of wit, with a love mo
Auditing — Allan Murray and
which were being surveyed. One
Create in us the mind and heart,
tive running all through tlie fiery
Amory Allen.
For
Peace
and
Brotherhood.
thousand
men
had
to
be
on,
duty.
war filled years.
Lion Hurd who belongs to one
Fanners who were contemptuous
The happenings of these chap
Abroad where lamps seem going out
of
Philadelphia’s 16 clubs was a
about the forestry' service, were said
ters, so swift so filled wiUi brigand
In blackness of the night;
; to have dropped matches and visitor, and told of some of the
war fare, with many narrow escapes
Lord keep our hearts aflame we pray.
i started the fires purposely. The achievements of his organization.
and impudence of which history
For Freedom, Truth and Right.
j sum of $35,000 was spent one week Under its sponsorship a man who
offers few parallels, will hold one's
, for fire control. The largest fire had been blind 21 years is having
eye to tire end. The novels of Saba
As did our Forefathers of old,
tini delight one's close attention,
was 75 miles from headquarters and his sight restored. Bob Russell was
United States to thee;
and Iris skillful weaving of great
for 48 hours the men worked with a guest.
On this our Natal Day we pledge
Tlie Lions Bulletin edited by A.
events of history into the tapestry
out food. The fires were mostly
Our love and loyalty.
of master-at-arms has made of his
under ground, working their way W. Gregory- and Duke Annis made
Henry Felton Huse.
its first apearance. from the presses
latest book a worthy and scholarly
I into the oaks.
North Haven.
of Wilbur Senter, Inc.
addition to his already long list of
The speaker said that one of the
excellent novels.
K. S. F.
I best methods of controlling erosion
FRIENDSHIP
was by planting sage brush about
The Ladies Aid met recently at
25 feet apart. The plants have no
value except that they grow rapid the home of Gertrude Oliver with
Refreshments were
ly and save the soil. In the low 11 present.
lands trenches are built and the served by the hostess, assisted by
water flows to the bottom of the Olivia Hoffses.
Luther Wotton, Llewellyn Oliver,
News items from all of the Pa
creek. The trenches, meantime, re
trons ot Husbandry are welcomed
Albert Morton and "Bobbie" Lash
tain the soil.
here.
The work was very hot. and as have returned from a trip to Quebec
The Dr. Little family- have opened
technical foreman, young Cooper
The "Hatchet Howlers" sang Fri
had to wear a complete uniform their cottage for the Summer.
day at Tranquility Grange to de
with high boots as a protection' Fourteen Pythian Sisters and one
fend their title to the trophy won
against snakes. He was an eye guest dined at Witham's Lobster
June 1 from the "Humming Birds."
witness of one of the disastrous dust Pound recently and afterward at
They ’lost out, however, for the
storms in 1935 in Kansas. He was tended the theatre in Rockland.
Tranquility "Children's Chorus'
Gertrude Oliver was hostess
Inspecting a grain section when it
was too much for them. Hope
Friday
to members of the Farm Bu
broke and attached no special sig
Grange had
reau. Mrs. Ruth Prior demon
* 34 members present
nificance
to
the
black
cloud
which
and a dozen came from Meguntibegan to overspread the horizon. strated "Aids to Good Grooming."
cook Grange of Camden.
The dust storm buried his car for after which refreshments were
Thimble Club of Hope Grange
48 hours, and for a distance of 275 served by the hostess assisted by
was entertained recently by Miss
miles he saw nothing but complete Olivia Hoffses. Those present were
Mary Bills, Mrs. Mae Allen being
destruction of the soil. Through this Mrs Oenie Wotton. Mrs. Hattie
one of the hostesses.
experience he learned the plight Wotton, Mrs. Mary Wotton. Mrs.
Hope Grange conferred the first
of the poor share-croppers, illiterate Daisy Simmons. Mrs. Mabel Beale.
and second degrees on 19 candidates
but very hospitable people, who are Mrs. Oenie Simmons. Mrs. Mattie
Monday. Light refreshments were
obliged to turn in three-quarters Simmons. Mrs. Olive Noyes, Mrs.
served and a birthday cake was
Olivia Hoffses. Mrs. Ruth Prior and
of their crops to pay for the land
presented to William Wright in
Mrs. Ida Hoffses of Hyde Park,
they use. They live mostly on liver,
honor ot his anniversary.
Mass.
corn and corn whiskey.
Miss Doris Pelker who has em
Mr. Cooper gave a brief but vivid
FRIENDSHIP
ployment at Karl Stetson s ln Thom
description of the flood menace.
aston spent the weekend with her
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson
He saw a barn floating down stream
parents.
have moved to their summer home
with nine persons on it. Tlie struc
Oliver Brown and family of Bath
for the season.
ture landed against a steel bridge
are
occupying their cottage on the
and all hands were killed.'
Not least among the performers ' and being generally useful wherMartins Point road.
We are most of us very loney in
Nobody yearned for life in the
this world; you, who have any who with Russell Bros.' 3-Ring Circus ever power is needed. Likewise,
Adjt. and Mrs. Thomas Seaver
Ozarks after the speaker had told
love you* cling to them and thank coming to Rockland Thursday, the they lend a helpful push or pull
of the Salvation Army of Rockland,
about rattlesnakes, moccasins and
God.
conducted services at the Metho
Fourth of July, will be those rough, after the night show, when the copperheads. One of his men died
dist Church Sunday morning, in
rugged, ready beasts, the elepants. tented city is folded and loaded for from the effects of a bite.
the absence of the pastor, Rev. Van
"I was ln the Ozarks 13 months,"
Elephants are indispensable to movement to the next day s town.
Deman, Mrs Seaver read the Scrip
said Cooper, “and it was an educa
Whether performing under the
a circus in more than one way. They
ture lesson and sang a solo, "Tell
tion in itself. I went back to my
j symbolize the circus more than any big top for the applause they love, studies at the University of Maine Me the Story of Jesus."
or pulling a mired pole truck off a
Mr. and Mrs. John Northcott and
Without Calomel —And You’ll Jump Out ol other animal, and no performance
with a different idea of things."
muddy lot on a rainy night, they
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cook and daugh
Bed in the Morning Rarin to Go
A new administration took over
would be complete without their are equally obedient and depend
ters Eleanor and Louise of New
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile Juice
at Wednesdays meeting, and in ac
Into your bowels every day. If this bile i9
clever tricks. But they also earn able.
Bedford, Mass., are at their Sum
not flowing freely, your food may not di
cepting the gavel (to the accom
their daily "wages ' of hay and pea
gest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then
mer homes here.
The elephants share honors on
gas bloats up your stomach. You pet con
paniment of a regular ovation) "the
nuts
by
an
entirely
different
form
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
the RusseU Bros, program with a
Mrs. Hans K Fischer and sons
looks punk.
Lion, Bob Oregory, preof service. In the setting up of variety of other animal acts, inc ud- new King
..
, ,
'Teddy” and ‘•Dickie" of Newton
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow.
the circus, they do noble duty by ing unusually fine horses, ana an
Ing freely to make you feel “up and up.”
hoisting the heavy canvas of the aU-new assemblage ot human circus E. Stoddard with a past president's the Thompson cottage. Mr. FischGet a package today. Take as directed.
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
big top, rolling wagons into place, talent. Performances will be given pin.
er arrives the last of the week for
for Garter's Little Liver Pills. lUtf and 26£.
The newly elected officers of the the remainder of the season.
at 2 and 8 P m., the doors opening
Rockland Lions Club are:
Frederick Young is learning the
one hour earlier. No extra charge
King Lion—Bob Oregory.
machinist trade in Dexter.
is made for the menagerie, and in
First Vice President—Pard Ken
The season opened at Camp Wa
addition to the big show there will
yon.
pello last Saturday.
be a fast-moving, thrill-fllled wildSecond Vice President — Harold
Mr. and Mrs. John Dobbs and
west exhibition, and a tented mu
Leach.
son John of Winter Plains, N. Y.
seum of oddities and exotic enter
Secretary—Brad Burgess.
are the "Ottolea Homestead” for a
tainers.
Treasurer—Len Jackson.
week.
Lion Tamer—Bob Allen.
Miss Katheryn D Jameson is
RAZORV1LLE
Tall Twister—Almon Cooper.
home for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball of
Song Leaders—Bob Allen and Oil
Miss Nellie Davis is attending
Rockland were visitors here Sunday, j
I summer school at Gorham.
Forest Chapman and family of
Directors—Wilbur Senter, Phon. Miss Pauline Starrett returned
Dead Water were ln town over the
Russell, Gene Stoddard and Jim ' Sunday to Maine Oeneral Hospital
weekend and attended tlie Savagej after three weeks' vacation spent
l Worster wedding reception at Com Burgess.
The committee appointments are: j with relatives. Miss Mary Packmunity House on the mountain
Attendance — Stewart Oberton,, ard who Is also ln training at the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stickney of
(same hospital, arrived home SunProvidence are passing this month Harold Leach.
Constitution
and
By-Laws
—
Gene
day for a vacation.
with Mrs. Cora Stickney.
Gerald Worsted and Miss Maude
We will admit that sometimes we do
Savage were married June 23 by
Rev. J. E. Besant of Jefferson.
say “No” to a borrower—when condi
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones and
tions simply force a refusal upon us.
daughter of Weeks' Mills were visi
But we are proud of the fact that w«
tors Sunday at Elmer Jones.'
434 MAIN ST.
CLOTHIER
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Ormond Loomis has arrived
say "Yes” far oftener than we say
FOR BOYS
FOR MEN
at her home here.
“No.” Therefore, your chance* of get
ENSEMBLE SUITS. 1.00 to $.25 ENSEMBLE SUITS, Shirt
ting a loan from this bank are good—
and Pants to match L95 to 2.95
COVERT AND GABAR
25c to 95c
DINE SHORTS 50c. 79c, 95c POLO SHIRTS.
if your ability to repay is good.
1.00 to 1.95
In accordance with Governor
POLO SHIRTS,
25c to 79c WASH SLACKS.
Barrows' proclamation of June 14.
WORK SHIRTS,
79c, 1.0(1
WASH SLACKS. 1.00 to 1.95 DUNGAREES,
1940, calling for registration of all
79c to 1.25
aliens in the State, we, the under
UNDERWEAR
OVERALLS.
87c to 1.50
signed request that all such aliens
SHIRTS and SHORTS,
DRESS SHIRTS.
1.00, 1.39
living in Itorkiand, appear at the
each 25c, 35c
Assessors’ office at once for regis
UNDERWEAR
tration.
UNION SUITS, 60c value, 15c SHIRTS and SHORTS,
(Signed)
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
25c, 35c, 50c
BARGAINS IN WASH SUITS
A.
J.
Bird.
WARREN
Willis I. Ayer,
HEADQUARTERS FOR CARTER'S WORK CLOTHES
Tyler M. Coombs,
77tf
Board of Assessors.

A New King Lion

The Courier-Gazette

Book Review

FOURTH OF JULY PRAYER

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

Bridges and Juliette Bridges were
MINTURN
guests last Thursday of Mrs. Harry
Lawrence Orcutt and family have
Stockbridge.
moved to Rockland for the summer.
Spruce Head Woman
Capt. Frank Sprague went Sun
Mrs. Effie Sprague and Janice day to Islesboro where he will have
Would Like To Hear
Sprague of Swans Island spent last j command of a yacht during the
From Others Who
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred i summer.
| Turner, Jr.
Attended
Mrs. Addie Staples lias returned
Charles Ranquist, Jr., has re : to Atlantic after visiting her sister
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
turned to Warren.
Mrs. Myra Sadler.
Ollen I wonder how many of
Mrs. Warren Staples spent last
the "boys and girls" are left who
Never more Thou needest seek
attended church and Sunday School [Thursday with Mrs. Myrtle Staples.
with me about 35 or 40 years ago 1 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell and me; I am with thee everywhere;
at the Seamans Bethel on Sea Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cunningham | raise tlie stone, and thou shalt find
street (now Tillson avenue). Some, of Tenants Harbor were weekend ine; cleave tlie wood, and I ain
(here.
I know, hove died but there must visitors here.
Mrs. Archie Bowley and Ruth
be some left, like myself. If so, I
Read The Courier-Gazette
should like to hear from them and Bowley of Rockland. Mrs Freeman

Seamen’s Bethel

shall watch the columns of The
Courler-Ouzette for possible let
ters.
At the time I speak of. A. W
Oregory was superintendent and u
Mrs Rawley was organist. I pre
sume the building has been torn
down, as I fail to locate it.
Of the good times and friendships
enjoyed there, I have the fondest
memories, and although we are
children no longer. I hope tlie years
have been good to any member of
tills class who may be left.
Mrs. Margaret Maker Elwell
Spruce Head, July 2.

• It is not hard to

get a loan from us

RALPH P. CONANT

NOTICE!

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY

p

SAUDI
ICED TEA
In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's

Subscribe to The Courler-Oacette

* UOUMY-nmK-

AZMgrxyjap
fANCYNOnHWSTERN

MARKETS

LAST CALL FOR THE CIRCUS

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE —

Refreshing!

12 TO 14 POUND

27

AVERACE

J«

25<

.WHOLE OR
riTHtR half

'

wffil

HEAVY
STEER BEEF
LB
PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND or N. Y. SIRLOIN

STEAKS or ROASTS
Lamb Fores
Smoked Shoulders
IT

15® Rib Roast
15® Halibut,

IB

DESIRED

lean

lb

Cmnlznd Unmn SUNNYFIELD—Whole

UHlUKuD naUld

Cbuck Roast

« flr

lu

vr Shank Half — LB

| ENJOY NEW ENGLAND'S

HEAVY STEER BEEF

Fancy, Fresh, Eastern

RICKEY, KOtA & ASSORTED
FLAVORS-contents only

0Q
c
£V

“wts

LB

Green Peasl
Idaho, Fresh, Tender

3 . 29'

Ofl’*

Zu

10

>u19c

GINGER ALE
YUKON-CLUB SODA LIME

ANY SIZE

23®

lb 25c

ChaoIi Vitallunc*

116511 uCallOpS

TRADITIONAL DISH

SALMON

IB

t»25c Haddock Fillets

Heavy Steer beef

■ -a -e -V *

29 c

29 OZ
BOTS

4

Armour's 12 oz
Corned Beef can
Hormel’s
Spiced Ham can
ARMOUR’S
ASSORTED

d

Spreads

t

ELMWOOD » ARM
BONELESS

Chicken
An" car’s
Treet
July

issue of • woman s day
NOW ON SALE'

BANANAS

FIRM, RIPE

Oranges c*s.»
Tomatoes

2
3

RED RIPE

do.EBS

43c Iceberg Lettuce ra
29® Large Plums

live

2
2

nos
doz

1 5"
29®

’MAKE YOUR A&P STORE HEADQUARTERS FOR=

WATERMELONS 53c
Lei our expert A&P Clerks help you choose a watermelon that best Ills your needs

6RANULATED

SUGAR
FAMILY FLOUR

10

PAPER BAG

A
FlUliey
Z
IdAq
A&P Fruit Cocktail 3 cars23®
A&P Fruits for Salad 2 15
25®
Good Luck Pie Filliag 3
2 ? SC 25®
Gulden’s Mustard
O&C Potato Sticks 2’<&?17®
Grandma’s Molasses
17®
Mail I am

Vegetable Margarine
Try our Nutlty for frying

1 IB a
HKGS

cbars

c

pros
a

19 OZ «
CAN

SUNNYFIELD
BAG
One-Pie Blueberries 2
23®
Statler Towels
3
25®
1 9®
Statler Toilet Paper 3
Staley’s Cube SUrch 2 pkgs 16®
9C
Staley’s ccorar“ Starch
Vermont Maid Syrup ‘.’oW®
Soapine
19®
ROLLS

ROLLS

PRO

WITH DISK CEOni

RED SALMON

SULTANA

Dllllf QAI MAN Coldstream n
illilx uALIYlUn
Z
STANOARD PACK

tall
cans

ZU

CAN

2 PROS 41®
pro 21®
3
1 0®
bars

READY TO SERVE

B EEFSTEW2U29C

n

Yellow Eye, Pea or
OCC
B&M BEANS
Kidney-family size can
A CANS

America’* Tastest Selling Brand

22®

cars

DIHTY MOORE

Eight C’Clock Coffee
3>
wn„,
01;
| POUND
JQ[

TALL
CAN

£4 Marshmallow Fluff
3
27® Ivory Flakes
4 c&V 26® Ivory Snow
2 pkgs 31c P&G Soap

CHATKA
FANCY QUALITY

Crabmeat
Iona Peas
Whitehouse Evap. Milk
Kool Cigarettes

24^LBCKC
UU

51C

EBS

s PAM
I

1 5&M

HORMELS

Brown Bread

'can

22C

2^25c

462 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden”

Evcry-Olher-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

s

July 4-Russell Bros, three-rlng clr
eua
July 9-South Thomaston -Song re
eltal by Mrs Esther Mott Tripp at
Wessaweskeag Orange hall
July 9 —, Rockport — Qarden Club
Flower Show at Leater P Slilblea’
July 12—Woman* Educational Club
lcnlc with Mrs. Minnie Miles (3 to

f 30i
July

14— Friendship-Sunshine So
ciety’s fair at Mrs Lash's lawn; If
stormy next pleasant day.
July 17—Owls Head Orange fair at
Town hall.
July 17—Annual picnic of Shake
spare Society at Crawford Lake.
July 18—Waldoboro- Woman's Club
festival at High School auditorium
July 18-19 — Thomaston — American
Legion fair
July 19-Camden—Benefit concert at
Opera House
July 24—Rockport — Baptist Ladles'
Circle Fair on Church lawn
July 30—Lawn party of St. Bern
ards Parish
July 31—Thomaston—Annual concert
of Baptist Choral Society
Aug 3 Union — Eastern Star Held
day
Aug 7-10—Rockport- Regatta Sportsmen's Show
Aug. 9- Thomaston — First Summer
Theatre Play at Watts hall
Aug 14 Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Grange hall
Aug 14—Owls Head -Church fair at
library.
Aug 15 Warren Concert at Baptist
Church
Aug 20-23—Union Fair
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Pair.
Aug 31-Sept 3 Blue Hill fair.

The Island Airlines plane, piloted
by Ellery D. Preston, rammed the
lobster stnack Gloria while leaving
its berth near the Public Landing
Tuesday forenoon. Tlie fishing boat
was beached with a gaping hole In
the port side. A bent propeller on
the plane is being replaced ioday.
The Gloria is owned by Everett Al
len of this city. Preston was un
injured, and the two passengers
Elbert Philbrook of Vinalhaven and
Ralph Billings of Bangor escaped
unhurt.

The business meeting of Ruth
Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. Monday night
brought to a close the busy sessions
until September. The report of the
Council, Maude Cables, cliairman,
gave an outline of the work accom
plished the last six months. Inez
Packard presented a very satisfac
tory account of the 28th annual
convention and receptions. Plans
for a get-together were formulated
idate to be announced). Also chair
man for regular beano parties were
announced, Lizzie French to take
charge. Informal remarks afid pa
tnotic readings furnished material
for the program. Beano preceded
the meeting.
Absolutely the best strawberries
obtainable go into EAM.'s delicious
strawberry ice cream. "Fresh from
the garden, only hours from vines
to the creanf' is the story every
day of the season.
79-81

C. F. WILLIAMS & CO.

Yacht Sailmakers
EAST BOOT1IBAY, MAINE
41Th80

Agriculture
The value of hen manure and su
perphosphate for pastures is found
at tNorris Waltz’s. Damariscotta. Al
though Mr. Waltz is not a dairyman,
having only three cows, he has
found that bv top dressing one of his
fields containing 2’i acres he has
been able to produce all the feed
for three cows during the past two
years. It will be necessary this year
to mow part of the pasture as the
grass has gotten ahead of the cows
Dairymen who wish to produce
cheap 'eed for their cows should get
ln touch /with some of the large
poultrymen In the county and pro
cure hen manure from them. This,
together with superphosphate and
lime, will make plenty of feed for
their cows.
Foster Jameson of Waldoboro has
a pen at the egg laying contest in
Monmouth Tills past week it placed
second with 70 points. The pen is
leading the Barred Rock class with
2219 points.
Word has been received from Dr.
J. F. Whltter that the diagnostic
laboratory connected with the Col
lege of Agriculure, Orono, will be
closed from June 22 to Aug. 1. This
applies to both poultry and dairy
men.
J
Tlie tenth annual two-day poultry
school will be held at the University
of Maine, Orono. Aug. 12-13.
Fines and costs aggregating $72 24
were imposed upon Florence Inger
son in Municipal Court Tuesday
after she had pleaded guilty to
reckless driving and driving with
out a license. It developed that she
had also disregarded tlie command
of Patrolmen Sukeforth and Bridges
not to drive the car. Two of tlie
fines awarded against the woman
were for speeding and failing to
obey an officer. She appealed.

Arthur Burgess of Waldoboro, and
Daniel Andrews of West Rockport,
won blue ribbons in the poultry
Judging contest held at the Uni- ]
versity of Maine ln conection with
the 4-H Camp.

With The Homes
|
A meeting will be held July 11 in
Rockland on Making the Most of
Your Appearance. Mrs Georgia'
Rhodes will conduct It and a square j
meal picnic dinner will be served at,
noon. Good grooming will be dis- ■
cussed and how to give a facial and |
manicure will be demonstrated.
Seventeen children were examined
at the pre-school clinic ln Burkett-,
vllle recently. Plans have been made ’
for a pre-school clinic in Simonton
July 17.
Farm Bureau State libraries are
placed in 18 communities this year
and the list is being made out for
another year. If you wish to have
one In your community, please noti
fy the home demonstration agent,
Esther Dunham. Rockland.
Rhubarb Crisp—20 Servings
One and one-quarter oes. butter oi
margarine, 5 eggs, l'i tsps. vanilla,
1A4 qts. cornflakes, 3 qts. A4 Inch
pieces rhubarb, l’i cups sugar, IV*
tsps. nutmeg, Pi qts. of Vi inch
toast cubes, 1V4 cups sugar.
Blend butter and sugar thorough
ly. Add eggs, beat well, stir ln nut
meg and flavoring, toast cubes and
cornflakes. Spread half of mixture
in greased baking pans, arrange rhu
barb evenly on top, sprinkle with
sugar. Cover with remaining mix
ture. Bake in moderate oven about
40 minutes or until rhubarb Is ten
der. Serve warm with whipped
cream.

Lakewood Theatre

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
Leave Dally Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland.
8. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
Vinalhaven, 8.15 A M.. 2.30 P. M.
North Haven. 8.25 A. M., 2.40 P. M.
$2.00 EACH WAY

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
66-tf

BURPEE’S
TELEPHONES
190, 781-1 or 781-11
119*112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MR
119-tf

Knox County is making a last ditch stand to raise its quota in
the Red Cross War Relief drive. The goal is $6000, every penny
to relieve terrible suffering in war-torn Europe and failure of this
ever loyal county is not to be thought of.
The expiration date of the campaign, has been set ahead for a
brief period and a careful analysis made of the situation with a
definite objective set for each town. In all the county, but two.
Camden and North Haven are over the top and may it be to their
everlasting glory that they have put their shoulders to the wheel
and are still working to help less fortunate communities.
An interesting contribution was made Friday. It seems that
a Philadelphia woman was ill in a hospital and, with beautiful
flowers ln her own garden, asked friends tc contribute to the Red
Cross fund the money they would otherwise have used to pur
chase flowers. Tills accounted for the contribution from "A friend
in Philadelphia” and set an excellent precedent.
The appended table lists Knox County towns, their quotas, the
amount raised to date and the balance left for each town to raise.
Town
Quota
Balance
Raised
Appleton ...............
$120.00
$120 00
Camden ...............
864.00
1.37850
Cushing ...............
67 00
72.00
500
Friendship ..... . ....
148.00
188 00
20 00
Hope ....................
96.00
83 00
13.00
North Haven ......
96 00
208.76
Owl’s Head ..........
120 00
9.00
111 00
Rockland .............
2,160.00
1.354.97
805 03
384 00
Rockport .............
83.76
300.25
St. George ...........
168 00
8010
87 90
South Thomaston
120.00
1.00
119 00
254 33
Thomaston ..........
528.00
273 67
240.00
Union ..................
65 00
175 00
432.00
Vinalhaven ..........
66 48
36652
336.00
34 00
302 00
Warren ...............
Washington .........
144 00
7.00
137 00

Robert L. Allen of Rockland and
A license plate from Panama
Baltimore Is in Boston for six week.> Canal Zone was recently noted by
clinical clerkship at Peter Bent E. O. Pinkham.
Brigham Hospital.

Tlie hand-tub Gen. Berry is being
put ln readiness for the Hallowell
muster July 20. Chief Van Rus
sell and Capt James Gray are do
ing the beauty parlor work on the
ancient squirter.

Chester Smith of 5 Scott street lost
his United States discharge papers
Tuesday while walking from cor
ner of Main and Myrtle streets to
the Maine Central station. Will the
finder kir.dly leave them at this
office?

Sherman's Point, Camden, was
the scene of a happy outing Sunday
when Karl M. Leighton entertained
the employes of his local Jewelry
store and their families at a lobs'er
picnic. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Leighton and daughter Ellie
Lou, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Leighton,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alexander and
daughters Candice and Gail of
Rockport, Robert McDonald, Miss
Ruth Marston, Vernley Black and
Miss Ruth Sukeforth. Tlie group
presented Mr. Leighton a gift lu
honor of his birthday.

BiUroy’s Comedians brings to this
city, July 16 what is said to be the
greatest attraction ever presented
with any musical revue under can
vas, in the person of Luana and Her
Six Savages ln the incomparable
"Danse Savage.” Luana comes to
American audiences directly from
the tropical capitals. Compared
with Luana's "Danse Savage,” the
Fan Dance and the Bubble Dance
pale into insignificance. Luana is
the leading, but at the same time,
only one of the many star-studded
attractions in the personnel of Billroy's Comedians, which with its
company of 80 people. Including
many lovely chorus girls and 15 fea
tured vaudeville acts will be pre
sented for one night only. Exotic
Luana, is making her first appear
ance on the North American conti
nent. She has never before been
seen away from gay night spots of
Iatin-America and her presentation
of the "Danse Savage" offers the
ultimate in lissome dancing girl
hood as they sway their languorous
bodies to the heady beat of the
Tom-Tom. The doors of the big
tent open at 7.15 p. m., with over
ture by The Rhythm Swing-O-Pators at 7.30 and the curtain is at
8.15.

WALDO THEATRE
TELEPHONE 100

We are privileged to present a special Holiday attraction pro
duced by Alexander Korda for London Films from the new comedy
by Robert Sherwood—

“OVER THE MOON”
Filmed entirely In Technicolor
* Starring ¥
MERLE OBERON
and RF.X IIARKISON, URSULA JEANS
Mr. Harrison Is a most capable British actor whose delightful
performances ln "The Citadel" as well as his work opposite Vivien
Leigh in “Storm In a Teacup" will be recalled by discerning
audiences.
Also Walt Disney’s “TUGBOAT MICKEY"
And additional outstanding short subjects

SATURDAY ONLY, JULY 6

Charles Waldron Jr.

"Mr. and Mrs. North,” Is proving
the most popular offering of Lakewood’s fortieth season. Joyce Arling. Albert Hackett and Vincent
Price head the cast of 22 players
and, in addition to the regular eve
ning performances, there will be
matinees July 4 and Saturday
July 6.
Starting next Monday the Lakewood Players will present one of the
outstanding dramatic hits of the
last few years, "Golden Boy," In a
dozen vivid scenes it tells the story
of a youth who desired to be a
violinist but whom circumstance
forced into prize fighting as a pro
fession, of his unhappy romance
and of his home life. The play is
filled with arresting characteriza
tions and with highly dramatic
scenes, one of them the dressing
room Just off the arena while a
fight is in progress

Beano at K. P. hall Thomaston
Thursday, 8 p. m. Special and at
tendance prizes; door prize, chair.
—adv.
80* It

BORN
Rice—At Northampton, Mass . June
27. to Mr and Mrs Howard W Race
(Mary Ginn) a daughter—Carol Ann.
Higgins At Waterville. July 3. to Mr
and Mrs Alton H Higgins of Rock
land. a daughter
Hoffses—At The Lucette. Thomaston,
to Mr and Mrs Donald Hoffses. a
daughter.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Ladd-Hauck—At Orono. July 1. Ed
ward R Ladd of Rockland and Miss
Margaret E Hauck of Orono. By Dr
Harry' Trust
Brown-Ferrin — At Portland. July 3.
James Brown of White River Junction.
Vt. and Ada F Ferrln ol Portland, for
merly of Camden.

•

ROLLERSKATING

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Ocean View Rollerway
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tt

Every Wednesday
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
Nights, and
Sat. afternoon
71-72&Th-S-tf

FRANCIS 1. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder

18 MEADOW RD„ THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4
53Th-S-tI

BIG STAGE ATTRACTION
3—Complete Shows—3
Matinee 2.30—Evenings 7 and 9
BELL’S ORIGINAL

“HAWAIIAN FOLLIES”
Direct from the island of Aloha-Oe—entirely native troupe
Featuring
ROBERT BELL. Master of Ceremonies
THE HONOLULU CITY TRIO
KANA LOKI and PRINCESS LEIHE
BABY JOY
JOHN KA HOOKONA, NEKI LA MAKA and
THE WAIKIKI BEACH STEEL GUITAR BAND
Recently at RKO Keith Theatre, Boston, where the revue
received enthusiastic praise from the patrons and press alike.
THE HAWAIIAN FCLLUS has heretofore played principally
the larger cities Jn America and we were fortunately able to book
the revue only when their directors decided upon a brief tour
through Maine.
Robert Bell’s "Hawaiian Pollies” is decidedly exotic and au
thentic Hawaiian entertainment and ln addition to the island
music and singing by the whole group. Baby Joy, a youngster,
amuses with film star impersonations,, and, of course the native
Hawaiian girls treat with versions of their far famed Hula-Hula
dances.
ON OUR SCREEN
"BIXLET CODE” starring GEORGE O'BRIEN
SUNDAY, MONDAY, JULY 7-8

Presenting
RAIMU
One of the world's finest actors in

“THE BAKER’S WIFE”
("La Femme De Boulanger")
Frrnrh language film with English subtitles
By JOHN ERSKINE
’’Once in a blue moon one sees such a picture ... I shall never
forget It”—Dorothy Thompson .. . Liberty Magazine.
And the New Yorker Magazine—barometer of truly worth
while photoplays, ays, "The mose earthly, human, funny and
realistic French film seen here in years. Be sure not to miss the
succulent "BAKER'S WIFE."
Now in its 20th week at the World Theatre, New York

Ambulance Service

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, JULY 940

THE PERRY MARKETS
Phone 1234 for Prompt Delivery—Free Parking At Rear of Park Street Market
SHORT S1LANK LEAN

14/

“JOHNNY APOLLO”

NATIVE
BONELESS

VEAL ROAST

LB.

AP

BONELESS

lb *301 OVEN ROAST lb J5)C

POT ROAST

CORNED BEEF

BOILED HAM
FRANKFORTS

BONELESS
BRISKET

LB.

MACHINE
SLICED

LB.

LARGE
SIZE

ANGEL CAKES
TRY THE NEW

25/

39/
LBS. 29/

OR
MINCED H AM

BETTY CROCKER

25/

EACH

witk TEa/ige package

PINEAPPLE LAYER

CAKES each 23/

DlassSUBAHand
[REAMER 5ET HIGH TEST
\

x

''r,

PERRY’S SUPREME

DOUGHNUTS

2 do/- 29/
SODA
CRACKERS

2 ;.T 27/

AM. FO»

WML 21c

HIRES ROOT BEER EXTRACT, bot 22c
R. & R. CHICKEN.. .. .. .. .. . 12 oz tin 39c
BURNETTS VANILLA ... 2 oz bot 25c
LOBSTER, B. & M.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. tin 29c
KETCHUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 14 oz bot 10c
TAPIOCA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 8-oz pkgs 25c
SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT 12 oz tin 19c
POST TOASTIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 pkgs 20c
PEAS,
A™
3 tins 25c

SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS
RASPBERRY, ORANGE. GRAPE.
STRAWBERRY. LEMON AND LIME. PUNCH
QUAKER
BAKING DISHES FREE

FLOUR
FRIEND'S BEANS
PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH
SUGAR
BRAND

TREAT TOUR FAMILY TO THEIR FAVORITE

OID-FASHIONCD

{SHORTCAKE
COME IN (ON
EASY NICIPE

29/

LB.

OH

FRUIT SYRUP

39/
33/

LB.

CUT FROM
NATIVE VEAL

CUBE STEAK
BONELESS

25/

UL

CUT FROM
NATIVE VEAL

VEAL STEAK
VEAL CHOPS

EDWARD ARNOLD, LLOYD NOLAN in

The Spry kind that
melts in your mouth

Spry
■

(f

1 Q (f
“/

{

8 OZ.
BOTS

25/
2414 LB.
BAG
89/
TALL
2 TINS 25/
2 TLNS 35/
10 LBS. 50/
PARD
DOG FOOD

3

25/

TINS

With Jonathan Hale, Lionel Atwill, Charley Grapewin

We are pleased to present RKO’s hilarious comedy
IRENE DUNNE, CARY GRANT

WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAp)
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

with Gall Patrick, Randolph Scott
"An Inexhaustible fund of laughter.”—N. Y. Herald Tribune.
Also DONALD DUCK in “BILL POSTERS”

S. E. EATON

COMING: "Our Town," “One Million B. C.” “Bill of Divorcement.”

TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

THE DORM ANETTE

TYRONE POWER, DOROTHY LAMOUR,

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, JULY 11-12

NOW IS THE TIME!

Forty-six girls of Beaver Camp
Holiday hours will be observed at
The Maritime Commission anbreakfasted this morning at the the Post Office on Independence Day | nounces delivery of the SB. Amerloa
as follows: Registry, Money Order, | to Its owners, United States Lines
Copper Kettle.
General Delivery and Stamp Win ' Company. New York city, at the yard
At a meeting of the directors ol' dows will be closed all day. There of the Newport News Shipbuilding
the Home for Aged Women at Mrs. will be no delivery by RF.D , or city 5 and Dry Dock Company, Newport
Frank W. Fuller's Tuesday after carriers. Perishable and special de News, Va.
noon, Miss Eva Annes was accepted livery mail will be deliverd. Oen
as matron for that institution. Mr. eral collection will be made at noon.
Genealogical Interest In America Is
and Mrs. Arthur Brewster, who Mails will be received and dispatched steadily on the Increase. The Blalshave served faithfully for three as usual. Corridor will be open from dell Family Association, members of
years, are both ln falling health, 4 a. m. until 8.30 p. m.
which live In this vicinity, has one
that necessitated the resignation of
of the most active organizations in
Herbert A. Hawes, Union, is one this country and holds National
Mrs. Brewster, who has been an
ideal and devoted attendant to all of two Maine Holstein breeders ie- meetings which are attended by
the needs of those who have made cently admitted to membership in hundreds, every flve years. The
this delightful home thelr’s for the The Holstein-Freisian Association ‘ next National Reunion Is to be held
rest of their days. Miss Ames of America by unanimous vole o! j this summer, Aug. 15, at the Weirs,
cumes comes highly recommended. the Board of Directors. ii» guul Laconia. N. H. The Blalsdell name
admission to membership in the as Is not always spelled the same way,
sociation, applicants must be pro but all descendants of the family,
Tlie Daily Vacation Bible School
gressive ln dairy practice and of however their names are spelled, are
of the Littlefield Memorial Church
proved integrity. Mr. Hawes was Invited to attend. The National
opened jMcnday with an attendance
recommended to the association by Secretary Is Lowell S. Blalsdell, 453
of 107 children. Mrs. Bessie Norton,
Fred J. Nutter of Corinna.
Elm Ave., Elmhurst, Ill.
Mrs. Arlene Bisbee, Miss Leona
Flanders and Miss Jane Packard aie
A firecracker thrown Into a car
ln charge of the beginners; Miss
owned and driven by Robert E.
Barbara Bartlett, Miss Leona Lath
rop, Mrs. Josephine Grover. Mrs. West of New York brought into
Evelyn Chandler and Mrs. Eleanor Municipal Court Tuesday Hugh 282 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Beal in charge of the Primary De Pomeroy,17 of Stockton Springs
partment; Mrs. Charles A. Murstal- who pleaded guilty to disobeying the ! Open All Day The Fourth
ler and Mrs. Berla Wlxon in charge ordinance In regard to fireworks.
of the Juniors; Miss Irene Jones ln Mr. West's wife suffered leg and
SPECIAL DINNER MENUS
charge of the seniors; Rev. Charles arm burns, and her dress was bad
ly
damaged.
Pomeroy
was
fined
CHICKEN, STEAK, LOBSTER.
A. Marstaller in charge of the boys’
handwork; Miss Ruth Hammond is $5 and costs, amounting to $12.94
SALMON, ETC.
secretary, and Miss Eleanor Libby is Similar cases will be dealt with
severely
and
everybody
will
agree
HOME
MADE ICES
pianist. Tlie school will last for two
80-It
they should be.
weeks.

SMOKED SHOULDERS

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, JULY 4-5

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

RED CROSS DRIVE MUST SUCCEED

WALDOBORO. MAINE,

MARRIED

Seaplane Service
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“MY FAVORITE WIFE”

TOMATO SOUP
VEGETABLE SOIT 5 TINS 24/
KOOL AID
ail r“vo,s
3
10/
Chef Boy-ar-dee Spaghetti & Meat Balls 2 23/
HOLSOM SALAD DRESSING £ 25/
A K 0 CRABMEAT
2 ™, 38/
pkgs

tins

Page Fouf

Every-Other-Day
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WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Milton Ware and four chil
dren of Worcester, Mass., are spend
««««
ing the Summer at the home of
HRS. LOUISE MILLER
Owen Winslow.
Correspondent
Mrs. Lilia Standish was a recent
«X«S
Rockland visitor.
Tel 27
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Morrissey of
Sturbridge, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Mrs. Leon Steward of Madison is
Morrissey's parents Mr. and Mrs.
visiting Mr. Steward at Open Gates.
Charles Kaler.
Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn and daugh
John Crane, Jr., was in Boston
ter. Patricia have returned from
the past week.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton and daughters a visit ln Chicago and New York.
Althea and Barbara are visiting They were accompanied home by
relatives and friends in Massa Oeorge Kuhn of Chicago who will
spend a vacation here.
chusetts.
Byron Nash of Friendship was a
Lawrence Nadeau has been encaller Saturday on his brother gaged as chef at the State Lunch in
Aaron Nash.
I Augusta.

WALDOBORO

A PEACEFUL COMMUNITY

WARREN

Roving Reporter

(Continued from Page One)
young college student who was as
signed to our table.
Drops of rain subsequently be
THIS WAY PLEASE TO
spattered my writing pad but I
make out from his signature that
SENTER-CRANE’S
the waiter's name was Gardner E.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Halm have
returned from a trip to the New
Campbell, Jr. His fattier is editor
York World's Fair. They were ac
of the Wakefield (Mass.) Daily
companied by Miss Bertha Teague
Item, and the young man expects
and her nephew. Gordon Teague of
soon to join the staff of the Boston
North Weymouth. Masc.
Globe. He is a student at present
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor of
Prices Will Be Higher
in Northeastern University.
South Hope were visitors Sunday
Young Campbell told me that the
at the home of George Teague.
Lady Pepperell or
clubhouse
employed about 60 per
Ralph Spear of Rockland is do
sons during the height of the sea
ing repair work and inside paint
Pequot
son. and that the cog railway some
Mrs. Althea Winchenbach of | Notices have been posted asking ing at the High School building.
times brought as many as 700 pas
63x99. Sale price $1.05
South Waldoboro, Mrs. Jack New- I au anens to register with the town
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Thompson of In the heart of West Rm-kport. where a triangular pansy bed serves as
traffic eop.
—Photo by Dow.
sengers on a single day, in addi
big and two children of Friendship cierk- W1mam H. Brooks. Jr
Medford, Mass., and Miss Eliza
63x108. Sale price 1.10
tion to those who came by the auto
spent last Thursday with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ames, Mr Swan of Medford, Mass., and Rock i tive with its Venetian blinds, and |
trail
or
hiked.
72x99. Sale price 1*10
Mrs. Walter Kaler.
and Mrs. Lawrence Goodhue and land. have re-opened their Summer
I told him of my desire to visit
Mrs. Lawrence Aulis and Mrs. children Peter and Linda of Fort home for the season. Mr. Thompson ■ its buck saw maple tables, which
72x 108. Sale price 1.20
the Mt. Washington Weather Bu
Esther Aulis were guests of rela Fairfield and Mrs. Charles Holt of will remain for only a few days, i will seat 20 The tables are cleverly ,
Happily Recalled By
fastened
with
wooden
pins.
reau
regarding
which
I
hear
so
tives in New Hampshire the past Auburn who are spending a vaca but Mrs. Thompson and Miss Swan
81x99. Sale price 1.20
Reunion of Waldoboro
much over the radio. In fact Bob
week.
tion at the Holt cottage at Pema will remain for the entire Sum Chester B. Ilall
81x108. Sale price 1.29
and I started for it, 1000 feet away,
School Districts
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen quid were guests Monday of Mr. and mer.
Funeral services for Chester B i
but
the
storm
was
prohibitive
and
bach, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win- Mrs. B. G. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner, ac Hall. 75, who died Friday after a
90x108. Sale price 1.36
Tlie numbers are growing less we departed without an experience
chetibach and daughter Eleanor
companied
by
Misses
Winnie
Winj
—
■
i
,
lon
«
iUnesf
'
were
held
Sund8y
at
and
less
who
remember
the
old
Charles Rowe. Jr., of Boston is
which I had coveted .
were recent visitors at the home
home, conducted by Rev. Henry
*
,,
A Club Among The Clouds
spending the weekend and holiday slow and Lizzie Winslow and their
guest. Mrs. Jennie Heyer of North Webb of Wiscasset, a former pastor sch0°1 dlstrlct system. However,
of Freelon Vannah of South Wal
CASES, ETC.
BATES
FOURwith his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Campbell told me that the tem
doboro.
Waldoboro, motored Sunday to of the local Congregational Church. about a quarter of a century ago perature was down to the 20 mark
Charles Rowe.
YEAR
Mrs. Oscar Demuth of Worcester,
PERCALE
Port Clyde and Dutch Neck.
! Fun Masonic rites were adminis- four of the districts—"Corner,'’ one morning this Summer, Small
Lady Pepp,
.29
Mrs. Thelma Borneman of New
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
The Union Farmers Co-operative tered by St. George Lodge. F A M. "Kuhn," "Bogues" and Feyler s, wonder that they call it "New
63x99.
.79
Hampshire
has
been
recent
guest
Charles Kaler.
72x108 1.79 Four Year,
.24
Trading Club will be sponsor of a of which Mr Hall was honorary Corner m(,t anb organized for a England's coldest spot,
72x99.
.85
Mrs. Fannie Waltz, Mrs. Herbert of relatives here.
program Saturday night, including member. Members of Ivy Chapter celebrati0n of that departed era.
, And does the wind blow up on
81x99, 1.79 80 Sq. H.S.,
.21
"She Womans Club will attend pictures at Glover hall. Refresh- OE.S of which Mr. Hall was a
Waltz and two daughters and Ben
72x108. .95
Mrs. Lizzie Storer was elected the top of that hill? Yea, verily. Once ;
nie Kaler were in Boothbay re- services at the North Waldoboro ments will be served and dancing charter member, attended in a body.
81x99,
.95 81x108 1.98 80 Sq. Sheeting, .10
first president and held that office when it reached 125 miles an hour ! ,
cently and visited Mr. and Mrs. > Methodist Church Sunday at 10.45 enjoted. A picnic will be held Sun- The bearers were Frank D Rowe consecutively up to last year, when it did not seem that the clubhouse,
81x108 1.05 90x108 2.15 Odoro Closets 1.00 up
Walter Stover.
a. m. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood of day at Seven Tree Pond Union, Oscar E. Starrett. Leonard Cousins,
Miss Isabel Sprague was chosen ln, chained to the ground as it is, would
Mr. and Mrs. John Ford of Rockland will be the guest speak- with hot stew and coffee served and Ralph Robinson. Burial was in her stead. Mrs. Rebecca Hall was 1 retain its position,
Massachusetts have been guests of I er
Field day events, sports, speaking. Newcombe cemetery.
chosen secretary at that time and j “A Club Among the Clouds!" Well
Have you joined our Blanket Club?
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Aulis.
Mrs. Ida Soule will entertain the and a program will be the order of
Mr. Hall, one of eight honorary is still functioning in that capacity, j named is this famous institution.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach was Susannah Wesley Society July 11. the day. The principal speaker will members of St. George Lodge had
The last Wednesday in June has ’ I had supposed the prices of food
an Augusta visitor Saturday.
Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray return be Allis Sulkanen of New York City, served as secretary for 16 years until always been understood to be the might be as high as the elevation ■
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Bolton and today from a motor trip to Pennsyl who is spending a short vacation his retirement one year ago. He time for the annual meeting,' and was agreeably surprised when
two daughters of Reading, Mass., vania.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. had been through the chairs of the so. notwithstanding the inclement I saw the menu. For the benefit
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey of Phila Olson.
local lodge and was a past district weather (with an occasional down of others curious on that subject I
*
Clyde Hilton.
delphia arrived Wednesday to
Mrs. Albert White entertained deputy grand master of District £V pour of rain) there were 63 gathered am publishing it here:
*
Advertisements
In this column no, .
TT All 1 EiLe
Nell Mills attended the Future spend the Summer with her mother Friday at her cottage at Vinal's He was a member of Henry Knox
.
______ .
_____ is______ *
Soup
15c
,
to
exceed
three
lines
lnsered
once
for
at the hall of Maple Grange last
SANDWICHE
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
Farmer convention in Orono.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay.
Point. Mrs. Oliver Libby. Mrs. Liz- Chapter of Thomaston and of King Wednesday. Among the number Ham 20c
Bw 15c j dltlonsl lines five cents each for ont
INVALID or semi invalid wanted to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
Community Garden Club met zie Winslow, Mrs. Jennie Heyer of Hiram's Council of Rockland.
Ham and Egg 35c
____ __
time.
10______
cents for three times. Five t«ke care of Write or rail In person.
were seven who taught under the Cheese 2Oc
Western
25c
'
small
words
to
a
line.
HAZEL HAVENER R N
Waldoboro.
Worcester, Mass., are spending a Friday night and elected these of North Waldoboro and David White
He was a staunch Republican and old system—Mrs. Laura Teague.
Bacon and Tomato 35c
.
79-81
R F D No 3
with Soup I -------------------------vacation with Mrs. Sheffield's ficers: President. Mrs. Bessie S.
Miss Julia Libby, who spent the as such had worked in the party as Mrs. Addie Walter, Mrs. Sadie Hot Roast Beet Sandwich
and Drink 50c
w^.*«.«.***
ROUTE Man wanted good opening In
mother Mrs. Viola Kuhn.
Cereal 15c
I T
Kuhn; first vice president. Mrs. Nan past week with Mrs. Raymond treasurer of the Knox County Re- Davis, Mrs. Ida Stahl, Mrs. Rena
Lincoln County Sell deliver Rawlelgh
Beans and Potatoes 40c
Pr ducts year around, steady work,
Weston; second vice president, Mrs. Borneman. returned home Monday publican Committee until a few Crowell. Mrs. Leola Oliver and Miss
Beans and Ham 65c
■arge profits Write or call dealer, H
Beans.
Ham
and
Potatoes
70c
E BEAN 57 Main St Rockland ln the
Roland Genthner; secretary, Wil- with Mrs. Martha Watts.
months ago, when he was made Isabel Sprague.
MEDOMAK
Ham and Eggs 55c
evening or write Rawlelgh'a. Dept
Pie 10c
MBG-73-<137B, Albany, N Y
8O*Th-89
Mrs. Everett Cunningham enter- honorary treasurer. He had served
After feasting on a bountiful re- | coffee^
10c
C|rea ioc
Mrs. Jennie Teele and daughter liam H. Brooks. Jr., treasurer,
GOLD cross and chain lost WednesReward
MRS EMERY NILES
. thjs.
Soda 10c day
Mrs. Sarah Prior visited in Friend Charles Rowe; trustees. Mrs. Elsie tained Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. Al- the town as tax collector, fish agent past that the cuisine experts of j Coco*
MRS
26 Holme. St . City
__________ 80-82 shore resort, cooks, general
Ice Cream 10c
Mank, Henry- Mason and Lawrence J bert Burdick and Mrs. Flora Pea assessor, and moderator for a num- North Waldoboro so well know how
HAWLEY 780 High. Bath Tri 725 Wit,
ship recently.
Beans
and
Potatoes
A
SUM
of
money
found.
Owner
can
Mrs. Leslie Collamore has been Weston. The club appropriated body at her Crecsent Beach cottage, ber of years at different times.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
to prepare, we repaired to the hall
A new item on this menu, or new j j“"ad^tU^ntPr°Ta« ®
called for and delivered T J FLEM
j Mr. Hall was born in Dennis. and listened to or participated in
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Mal money to improve the parking Tuesday.
78-tf
SON. Vlnalhaven
78’80 ING. 19 Birch St Tel 212-W
to
me,
at
least,
was
“
beans
and
Mrs. Alice Watts of Rockland has Mass., but had been a resident of the following program: Meeting
colm Sidelinger in North Wey space provided by the Lion's Club
potatoes."
I
was
brought
up
in
an
and to improve the grounds at the been guest of Mrs. Robert Andrews, 'his town for more than 50 years.
mouth, Mass.
called to order by the president. atmosphere of “beans and brownMiss Marion Wallace, who has
He leaves several nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey spent clubhouse.
Miss Isabel Sprague, with Mrs. bread." but beans and potatoes ♦
Mrs. George Hahn entertained [ been employed by Mrs. Ruth B.1
Bunday in Pemaquid.
Leola Oliver as secretary pro. tem.jseemed # strangp combination.
Miss Charlotte LeRoy has airivcd the Top Notch Sewing Club Mon- Spear of Rockland at her Spruce PORT CLYDE
and Mrs. Alice Duncan as pianist
Leaving the cheerful confines of
day night. The affair took the J Head Island cottage, has returned
Mrs. Etta Teel who has been A memorial service was first in or
at htr cottage on Long Island.
THIRTEEN young pigs for *ale good
HOUSE to let all modern on Chest*
this
altitudinous clubhouse as soon
good growing atock. 8 weeks old nut St RUBENSTEIN. Tel 1285 AnMr. and Mis. Almond Martin of form of a birthday part)- in honor home.
visiting her sitter. Mrs. Theodore der. conducted by Mrs. Lydia Morse as we had completed our lunch— size,
JAMES SOUTAR Wiley s Corner St
75 11
Gardiner recently visited at S. D. of Mrs. Thelma Benner. The re
Irving Sawyer, recently returned McLain of Medomak has returned when the following departed were regretful afterward that" we had Oecr?e
78*80
—
-------------------------------------------------------SIX-ROOM
furnished
apartment
to
freshment table was handsomely to Thomaston from Florida, was home.
Martin’s.
remembered: Albert and Mr. and, not prolonged our stay we h€aded , SMAIL size kitchen range lor sale let for cummer Inquire 7 LAUREL
|
new
lact
July:
excellent
oven
50
Grace
■
ST
City
79
81
decorated
and
the
club
presented
Mrs. Hazel Genthner and chil
in town Friday calling on friends.
Rev. and Mrs. John T. Holman Mrs. Llewellyn
Oliver. Frank
{or
level
BO* It
ST TEL 258-W
dren were recent guests at the home a gift to Mrs. Benner in honor of
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt of Rock and family recently went to Bible. Stain. Ira Davis, Mrs_Isa Vose.^Mrs
FURNTSHED apartments to let at
Bob was vpry carefuj t<> see
FT ECTRIC roaster for sale, complete 17 Warren St and 6 Knox St.: newlv
of Dennis Genthner in Damari the occasion. The next meeting port. Mrs. Adelaide Sawyer and Canada, to attend camp meetings. Flora Mank. E. C. Teague. W. F.
with stand, practically new.
TEL repaired Inquire 11 JAMES ST 80 tf
that his car was in low gear—for 1045-M. 10 Jefferson St
79*81
will be held with Mrs. Alma Fitch. family of Camden, and Miss Winnie
scotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and Teague, E. D. Mank.. John Storer, that is what a friendly native had
HERE Is a nice clean 5-room apart
USED
kitchen
range
lor
sale,
good ment with bath. *10 month. 8 H
Mis. Alice Teele of Port Clyde
Winslow attended the Waldoboro daughter have been visiting Mrs Milton Sprague. Hudson L. Mank cautioned him to do.
condition May be seen at 83 Grace St HALL. 109 Park St______________ 80-82
HEART-REST
TEL 1155.________________________ 80*82
visited the past week with Mrs. Les
Baptist Church picnic held Friday Simmons' parents ln Attleboro. I and Lulu Ames. Solo. Miss Louise
It was still raining hard, but conUNFURNISHED apartment to let: al
The heart of man. walk It which way at Forest Lake. Friendship.
the
ter Teele.
!
Mass.
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal. 814;
'
Teague
(encoredI.
song
by
furnished single rooms
Applv 22
It will,
siderable of the snow which had Pocohon us. 89; Coke 811; wood. 810 j so
SCHOOL
BT_____________________ 79*84
A
pre-nuptial
shower
of
miscelI
Whitney
Thompson
is
ill.
Mrs Ida Collamore of Waldoboro Sequestered or frequented, smooth or
Boynton trio, John, Eleanor and Just fallen clung to the road, look Tel 62. Thomaston J B PAULSEN
77-41
EIVE-rdom apartment, all new and
passed a day recently with Mrs. L. Down rough.
Mrs. Daniels is spending a few- Marise. called back several times ing strangely on this rare day. in
the deep valley amongst tinkling laneous gifts was given Saturday
modern, to let at once Combination
flocks.
ELECTRIC Hot Point range for sale, e:ectrlc range Garage If desired TEL
W. Osier.
night for Miss Beulah Starrett, at days in Massachusetts,
and
responded.
It
is
indeed
mar

June. Our downward progress was in good condition, price reasonab e f<80 or 984-W
Or mid the clang at trumpets and the
79-81
John Osier was at the home of
march
her home by her sisters, Misses
Alberts Watts Sr. is in Massachu- velous that kids so young as they slower, due to the "skiddy" condi- 144 PNION ST
THREE room furnished apartment to
Of
clattering
ordnance,
stUl
must
have
his aunt, Mrs. Linwood Timberlake
Thelma. Christine and Virginia setts on business.
can contain so much ln memory! tlon of the road, but It gave us a
BUY a Kalamazoo, the Stove of let private flush; telephone 57 CRES
Its halt.
Wood coal. Ph 11 gas aiul elec CENTST . City__________________ 79-tf
Its hour of truce, tts Instant of repose, Starrett. Guests were. Mrs. Charles
in Woodfords the past week.
Mrs. Alice T Trussell is visiting Remarks by Rev. Mary S. Gibson, better opportunity to note some quality
tric
combinations
Very easy pay
Ita Inn of rest; and craving still must
FURNISHED kitchenette "partment
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller of Wal
seek
Lord, Mrs. Dwight Lord and Miss her niece in Palmer, Mass.
, duet. Misses Freda Munn and Pris- things we had failed to see on the ment plan If Interested send card to let. 83 50 week includes lights and
and
I
will
call
H
B
KALER.
Wash
The
food
of
Its
affections.
—
still
must
water
V F STUDLEY, 283 Main Bt.
doboro have arrived at their cot
Four small army boats were in rlua ghuman; remarks. W. R. ascent, and one of these was the Ington.
Dorothy Lord of Camden. Mrs. R
slake
79*ri Tel 1154
78-tf
Its constant thirst of what Is fresh and 9 Starrett, Mrs. Bradley Pipkin. the harbor Friday afternoon en- Walter; duet. Mrs. Elsie Lawson
tage for the summer.
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
sickly looking telephone line which
USED stoves and heater* Drive 25
pure.
j and Miss Shirley Howard, sisters,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman were And pleasant to behold
save one-half
Home after 579-W MRS FLORA COLLILNS 79-tf
Mrs. Elbert Starrett, Miss Avis Ma route to New York.
paralleled the highway. I don't miles andSundays
and holidays. H B
MODERN tenements to le’ Call at
—Henry Taylor loney, Mrs. Hollis G. Starrett, Mrs.
Rockland visitors recently.
Special evangelistical services will encored. The Boynton kids again think that Bob Packard, Fred Col 5pm
KALER. Washington
79*81 C_ M BLAKE Wallpaper store
76 81
William Stanford. Mrs. Inez Ma be held the next two Friday nights in evidence with a song, closing son, Gard French. Gil Seabury or
NEW and old hooked rugs lor sale, i MODERN apartment to let. 6 rooms,
dishes, odd pieces furniture, antique 1 furnished or unfurnished first floor,
thews, Mrs. Edwin Gammon. Mrs. in South Cushing Baptist Church.1 song antj prayer by Mrs. Oibson
any other of the section boys would MRS LUCY BLACK 10 Sweetland St. Parage, central location TEL 274 M
79>gl 56 Talbot Ave
Lowell Moody. Mrs. Leroy Smith, I Thwe wil1 bp singing and special
An went home feeling the day enjoy keeping that line in opera City
71-tf
FURNISHED
two-room apartment
Mrs. Waino Lehto, Mrs. Willis; music, also a message from Rev. weji spent.
LARGE size Alaska refrigerator for
tion.
sale. $10. two lawn mower* $6 TEL with bath. 77 Park S- TEL 330 70-tf
Vinal. Mrs. Earl Moore, Mrs. Bovn- Harry L. Daniels.
W R. Wa’tir
178-R. 55 Masonic St_____________ 79-81
Nature a Wonderful Painter
UNFURNISHED apt to let. 5 rooms
Applv POSS
North Waldoboro. June 29
ton Maxey, Mrs. Hilliard Spear.;
------------------length slab wood for sale and bath. 810 month
We noted also numerous pieces of 8OcSTOVB
HO
USE 77 Park St.___________ 72-tf
ft . $3 one half cord. $5 50 cord
Mrs. Oeorge Buck. Mrs. Arthur BURKETTVILLE
road building machinery on adjoin del. LESTER. 9EAYVY. T*»! 1085 J
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
79*81 le
V F STUDLEY 77 Park St.. Tel
Starrett, Mrs. Clarence Peabody
^Jrs. Robert Kennedy of East ment at Berry's portable sawmill ing lots and some looked as if they City.
79-tf
14-FT Hawaiian surf board for sale 330 or 1154
and Mrs. Flora Peabody, all of this Gardner. Mass., and Miss Vivian in West Bath,
might have been there since the Tom Blake model, designed from boards
AVAILABLE June 10. four-room furused at Waikiki: used one season: complace and Miss Priscilla Cannon of Rowell of Remsemberg. Long Island ! Hayden Martz of Camden is visit- road was opened.
Malden, Mass. Decorations included ; are visiting their parents Mr. and ing his grandmother Mrs. Nellie
We soon rode out of the mists
FLOWER trellises, bird homes, gar
Martz.
a transparent umbrella decorated [ Mrs. A. A Rowell
and the storm, and as the clouds den
FOCR-room apartment to let, all
fencing for sale, big assortment or modern.
Apply at Canfden
nfden and Rock
with pink in which the gifts were
Mrs.
Ada
Mitchell
has
returned
built
to your order RAYE'S WOOD land Water
fell away we were treated to a mar
Mr. and JVlrs. Alwood Mitchell
Co TEI, 634
79-tf
76*81
placed, and dainty favors of candy and daughter Rachel were weekend home after caring for Mr. and velous assortment of colors—mostly CRAFT SHOP 14 Presoo't. 8t
PIGS and ahoata for sale GLEASON
parasols were placed at each plate. guests of Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Mrs. Grevis Payson of Union who green, purple and dark painted on HILL FARM. Union. Tel 4-5
73-80
Sandwiches and strawberry punch Mitchell of Appleton.
have been ill with influenza.
JERSEYS for aale. 1 fresh cow with
the side of the mountain peaks
2 bulls. 10 young heifers, mow I
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons which reared their bold and lofty calf:
William Mitchell was recent guest
Ing machine, 8 fork tedder G L I
Dr. C. O. Dalrymple, teacher in of John Stoble of Waterville.
of East Gardner. Mass., were re heads all around us. And in a few TOLMAN. West Meadow Road, city I W******‘«*************8P
79-81
the Worcester State Teacher's Col
Richard Sukeforth has employ-; cent visitors in town called by the moments the artist turned toward
SIX-room house for sale, bath fur
COTTAGE for sale In Warren, furlege and formerly of this town will
his palette for another color—and nace. garage apace; large lot; central nlsued. price reasonable MRS DICK.
location: good jielghborhood: terms Tel 63-W
72 tf
teach one of the Summer courses
painted the clouds with sunshine. arranged
THURSTON. Tel. 1159 I CAMP to let at Sandy Shores. South
at Bates College.
2LV.T w rren
Inquire at DORMANETTE.
I am a man of humble tastes and
BOSTON terriers for sale
MRS
Main St. City, or Sandy Shores.
The Woman's Club will meet Fri
humble conceptions, but I was filled ROSE HUPPER. Tenants Harbor. Tel 282
______________
do jt
“FOUR SONS”
4-3
72*80
day night. Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr.,
with a sense of awe as I viewed the
TWO cottages to let or for tale at
SLOOP
rigged
sailboat
for
-ale
or
to
Crawford
Lake
P
W
SKAY.
Union
will speak on “Love of Country."
glorious scene which I was privi- let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 It) beam Good
,
80 82
condition. Safe I.e*s than two years
Boy and Girl Scout Troops will lead
legiKl to witness.
COTTAGE at Cooper's Beach. Owls
Old
Apple- IAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14 Head
ssie or to let In Julv and
ln the salute to the flag and the
We paused briefly at the Half Gay St. City
71*100 August;forlights,
water, fireplace TEI
song, "God Bless America." Evening
Way House for a chat with one of
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6' round 178-R. 55k Masonic St.. City______ 73-tf
bottom, center board, gaff-rlggcd. new
TWO srtall cottages to let at Hosmer
hostesses will be. Mrs. Phillip Sim
the attendants, noting as we did so ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
69-tf Pond. Camdrn. furnished, nice place
the sign which read 3820 feet; not 119 Summer St . City
mons and Mrs. Frank Rowe.
to go In bathing, two nice springs at
DARK loam for sale. *2 load del. Ln water, milk. Ice. bread, mall, flah
ing also the heavy chains by which Rockland
Added to the staff at the Life
and Thomaston. For flowers cart goes by the door; 8150 dav or
HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
VERTICAL (ConL)
HORIZONTAL
the structure was fastened to the and lawns. WILLIAM ANDERSON. $8 00 week EDWIN A DEAN. Rock
Saver Tea Room, and filling sta
West Meadow Rd.. Tel. 1245 from 6 to land Teh 671 J
49-Gifts for charity
15- Small particle
1-Tremulous gleam
79-81
ground With the gales freuentiy 9 a m . and 4 to 7 p m
tion are, Miss Virginia Wyllie, Miss
75-80
of light
50- Se pa rates
16- Trap
SMALL new furnished cottage for
hitting the 100-mile mark I should
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25 sale, suitable for couple, at Meguntl52- Prong
17- Memento
Evelyn Smith, Charles Trone and
6-Astral
Sawed. 81 15. long, 81 05. M B & C O cook Lake Eectrlc lights Will sacri
53- Knoek gently
13-An emperor of Rome Russell Smith.
12- Not any
want it to be chained.
PERRY. Tel. 487
79 11 fice for quick sale TEL 77. Clrtv. 78*80
54- Dealer in animal
21-Perish
13- Large lake
(To be Continued)
COOK stoves for sale. 810 and
The new dining porch added to
«i
THREE room cottage to let at Crock
skins
24-Wanting In purpoee
14- Giggles
all kinds of heaters. C E GROT
ett Beach, Ash Point. 10 minutes from
56- Tierces (abbr.)
the Hillcrest Homestead is attrac17-Raving
26-Snake-weed
138 Camden St . Tel. 1091 W
city Tel. elec refrigerator, elec, range
57-Wild asses of Asia 28-A loophole (Arch.)
19- Dlgit
death of his mother Mrs. John
D * H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut on aide ehem-ca! toilet, private sprint
Inquire at ROSEWAY BEAUTY SHOT
20- Marvela
59-Originates
30-Squad
814
per
ton,
del
Household
soft
coal
Simmons.
75-tf
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
88 per ton. del Nut size New River soft Tel 1069 or 643-W
61- Strong wind
32-Youth
,.
22- Look
not
screened
89
ton
del
;
screened.
$10
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freemont
Jones
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In
62- Conceal
23-Volcano In Sicily
34-Hasten
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash graham's HUI: six rooms, good beds;
NIEZIAITI
63- Knltting rods
25- Pendanta
37- Fourth of a mMItary
have moved to Concord. Mass., tickets M B & C O PERRY. 516 Malt city water A E BRUNBERG. Tel
54-Bank official (pt.)
company
26- Cauterlze
8t..
Tel
487
79-tf 197-W or 151 -W City
79-tf
a
where they have employment.
38- Bolsterous agitation
27- Wireleaa
RLAjiRl
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
29- Portugueee coin
39- Withers
month or season; lights, spring water:
VERTICAL
crUAfRll
shore lot Tel. 237-W or 625 115 Park
40- Prank
30-Town In S. E.
Imports from Finland, Sweden,
St Cltv
6fl*t.f
Jt
41ldle
talk
Yugo Slavla
Norway and Denmark to the Unit
42- Ringlets
31- A pleased expression 1- Rsgs
ed States reached the figure of $88,44-Ardor (Fr.)
33-Took by preference 2- Sign idee
364,000 in 1939
3- Used in negation
46-Make a mistake
35- Literate )n Arts
BE It known to all men that mv
4- Understood
43- During some time
(abbr.)
wife. Elizabeth B Collamare having
past
36—Suffix to denote an 5- Garden-dormouse
my bed and board without Just
The modem army autogiro has a left
cause. I will paly no bills contracted
7-Lacerate»
50- A thick soup
agent
by her on or after this date. HARRY
speed
of
about
125
miles
an
hour.
S-Eagles
51- Wait upon
38-Musi:al pipes
'I
P, COLLAMORE, Rockport, July 2, 1940
Eugenie Leontovich, famous stage star, appearing on the screen for the
9-Perched
54- Dropped
40-A Greek fabuiist
79*81
first time, has the part of the mother in the 20th Century-Fox film drama The rotors are engine-started and
9
10- Unoccupied
55- Stagger
43-Smallest
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and rc
"Four Sons.” In the roles of her sons (reading clockwise from upper left) driven by the same engine that paired,
11-Those who rule In fS-Coad for oxen
called for and delivered Tel.
45-Even (contr.)
are- tian Curtis, lion Ameche, Robert Lowery and George Ernest
drives the prfopeller.
205, II. H. CMUS GO . 228 Main fit 79-M
60-To feel pairj
'
glace of others
47 Mistak«

ft ft ftft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ARM
Tel. 49

SENTER* CRANE'S

Big Sheet, Pillow & Domestics

Sale

A Departed Era

In Everybody’s Column ? * * " * * " *

»
♦

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

•?************»
;
TO LET
^♦♦♦♦♦******* w

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

* Summer Cottages ♦

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

F

I MISCELLANEOUS ;

a a

aa

ass
HESS
aas
ana tuHran

h

SELL wak

WANT-ADS

Every-Other-Day
Guilford was born ln Penobscot,
daughter of Clarence and Margaret
(Hill) Hutchins. Her age was 64
«««»
years.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Besides her husband, she is sur
Correspondent
vived by a daughter Mrs Elizabeth
Davidson; one son, Wyman GuilMr. and Mrs. Alec Beggs and ford; a sister, Mrs. Charles WarddaughterElizabeth
of Springfield, well of Castine; and two grandsons.
Mass., are guests of Mr. Beggs' par- | Mrs Oullford had been g
ents, Elder and Mrs. Archie Begs. dpnt Qf thu (()Wn 2, yearg phe

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 4, 1940

STONINGTON
Mrs. James J. McGuire of New
Rochelle, N. Y., arrived Saturday
to spend the Summer.
Bennie Billings is vis ing his
mother Mrs. Jennie Weymouth ln
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith and daugh
ter Mrs. Helen Kuhn of New Lon
don are guests of relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. West of
L. Carver Relief Corps met Tues- an active member of Marguerite
Roslindale.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
day night. Supper was served by chapter, OE.S. and of Pleasant
James
Murphy
of Camden, N. J.,
Hilma Webster. Dora Boman and River Grange. She was especially
were in town recently.
Eliza Patterson.
j popular in social groups and gave
John Willard Is home after
Mrs. Ada Joyce and sister. Miss generously and freely of her talent.
traveling with the Blotner Carni
Alice Reeve of Newton. Mass., have as dramatic reader. Always a kind,
val.
bought Mrs. Bertha Raymond's cot- devoted fr.end, wife and mother,
Gloria Jordan of Cape Elizabeth
tage "Set O' Sun" at Shore Acres, ever ready to assist in trouble, she
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. William Kessell and leaves manV friends to mourn her
Joyce and is employed in T. E.
daughter Lillian. Mr and Mrs. less.
Boyce's store.
Oeorge Cruger and Marion Kessell | Funeral services were conducted
Mrs. Lloyd Powers and children
of New York are guests of Mr. and Tuesday by Rev. Kenneth Cook,
are occupying the Harold Small
Mrs. Oscar Lawson.
{pastor of Union Church at the
rent on Russ Hill.
Dr. P. J. Flagg and family of New Headley funeral home. There was
Mrs. Minnie Pickering of Deer
York, are at Roberts Harbor for the [a large attendance. an„ Marguerite
Isle is employed at the home of
Chapter,
O.E.S.
attended
in
a
body
Summer vacation.
Mrs. Lois Eaton.
The remains taken Wednesday to
Miss Carrie Gray, who has been
Jacqueline Martineau has re
Castine foi interment were accom
guest of friends ln Stonington, re
turned from the hospital.
panied by Arthur Guilford. Mrs.
turned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Lillian Parker is boarding
Elizabeth Guilford and Wyman
Betty Dearborn of Meriden. Conn,
with Mrs. Mabel Jones.
Guilford.
arrived Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hatch are
Mi and Mrs. Edward Monaghan _ ..
moving to the Jones house on West
of Tenants Harbor are caretakers; SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Main street.
of Rackliff & Witham s Lobster J Mr and Mrs. Ouy Claypoole of
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Fifield and
Pound on Greens Island
Everett, Mass . are occupying the
Patricia Fifleld of New Bedford,
Mabel Erickson was weekend small white cottage of Fred Robarrived here this week. Patricia will
guest of her aunt and uncle. Mr bins.
pass the Summer with her grand
and Mrs W E Wilson at Tenant,! Mr and Mrs Stephen Harmon of
mother Mrs. Leona Fifield at
Harb<>r.
1 Jonesport spent Sunday at the RobOceanville.
Mrs Nellie Monaghan visited her bins house "on the hill," putting it
The Church at Hope where Summer folks worship with the villagers.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Burgess and
—Photo by Dow. family huve moved to Green Head.
son recently at Green's Island. She in order for the Rosenkranz family
returned Sunday
to
Tenant's who will again occupy it this seaCharles Stanley is home from
Harbor.
•
son.
Bangor.
Mrs Grace Kessell, Edith Kessell.
Mrs. Maud Gilley entertained at
Laurence Button of Framingham,
Mi and Mrs. George Kessell of her apartment last Thursday night
Mass, is employed as apprentice at
New York, are guests at the home a birthday surprise party having
the Goss Quarry.
of Mrs. Marie Teele.
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC. Boston;
been arranged by her daughter.
Evelyn W. Andrews of Tenants
Ouy Young arn^d Monday from Mrs Austin Gallant. These guests WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart Harbor was recent guest of Mrs.
Barre. Vt.
were present, Mrs. Clarence Smith ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor,
Mary Cousins and Mrs. Florence
Vera Warren is home from Bos ol Bernard. Mrs Evelyn McPherson
Wallace.
ton.
Does the Fourth of July mean a fstrawbemes and lemon juice. Cool
of Portland and Southwest Harbor
Grace Gross is visiting in Castine.
Ladies of the G.A.R will meet Mrs. Viola Phippen. Mrs. Harvard picnic for your family cr salmon mixture until it starts to congeal.
Patricia Fifield visited Friday
Friday night at 7 30 There will be Beal. Mrs. Josephine Richardson. and green peas and a deep juicy Beat until foamy and add siffly with her aunt Mrs. Mildred Blood
an entertainment after the cere-1 Mrs Lizzie Norwood. Mrs Wendell blueberry pie served round the fam- beaten egg white and whipped and grandmother Mrs. Harry Colby
monies Members will go prepared ollley. Mrs. Fred Robbins and Mrs ily board, or will you be broiling cream Line mold with lady fingers
Mrs. Nora Grant and Ellsworth
to recite the most humiliating in- ' Austin Qallant. Refreshments were steak and hot dogs and passing out and fill center with strawberry Thomas of Isle au Haut were in
cident in their lives.
served Mrs. Ollley received many salads from the thermos jug at a mixtue. CLiill In refrigerator until town to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Mrs Elizabeth Falkner of New nice gifts, among them a prettily beach party? Wherever you cele firm. Garnish with whipped cream Sarah K. Eaton.
York is guest of her sisters, Mrs. decorated birthday cake
brate the Fourth and however, we're and whole strawberries
Mrs. Bessie Horton Gross was
Barbara Fraser and Mrs Mary
Ground has been broken for the hoping there's a little Independence Honey Date Bars
recent guest of her sister Mrs. Susie
Noyes.
One egg. one-third cup honey or Cousins.
house Wendell Ollley is to build near from kitchen police in the day for
Miss E. F Roberts. Miss Elizabeth the cottage of Lawrence Phillips. you. Planning ahead does tlie trick H cup sugar. *4 teaspoon baking
Zenas B. Conley Is calling on
Weiderhold and friends were din
Work is progressing on the house
A beautiful big ham in the ice powder. 2Mi tablespoons flour. Few friends here.
ner guests Sunday at Lee Shore being built by Mrs. Evelyn McPher box to slice as accompaniment for grains salt, ’4 cup dates, stoned and
William O Brien has employment
Country Club.
son on the Main road.
salads will be a mainstay if you're chopped, h cup chopped nutmeats. at Portsmouth Navy Yard.
Mrs. Kenneth Webster is a pa
Beat the egg until light, add the
having a houseful of guests. The
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell
tient at Knox Hospital
salmon can be boiled the day before honey or sugar and the baking have returned from Houlton where
NORTH WARREN
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Heath,
powder sifted with the flour and they attended the State ILegion
Mrs. Ray Mathews of Rcckland and served cold in a nest of lettuce
son Larry and daughter Barbara are
salt. Stone and chop the dates and Convention.
leaves
with
garnishes
almost
as
de,
and Mrs. Lula McCray of West
passing a vacation at the “Ol
add with the chopped nuts. Turn
Somerville. Mass., were callers Sun lectable as the pink fish itself.
Homestead" owned by Nelson
into a tin 64 inches square that Mrs. Sarah K. Eaton
We
never
tire
of
cold
salmon
with
day at C W Mank's. They were
Bunker.
Mrs. Sarah K. Eaton died June
has been lined with paper and oiled.
stuffed
egg.
sliced
cucumber,
ripe
also callers at the heme of Mrs
Miss Barbara Roberts returned
Bake in a moderate oven <324 de 24 at tlie home of Mr and Mrs.
olive
and
mayonnaise
garnish,
the
Mathews' brother. Everett Cum
Tuesday from Newton. Mass.
adornments arranged in lettuce grees F.i for 25 iminutes. When Harry Colby, where she had made
mings
Mir. Betty Brown has returned
cool, cut in strips 2 Inches long by her home the past four years. She
Mrs H A Hawes and daughter. cups and the whole thing dusted
from Orono, where she attended
fc of an inch wide, roll in powdered was born at Tea Hill 89 years ago.
with
paprika
and
flanked
by
crisp
annual State 4-H Camp at Univer Madolyn of Unlcn spent Monday shoestring potatoes.
sugar pack in a covered jar and daughter of Oliver and Abigail
'Buy
the
afternoon with her parents, Mr.
sity of Maine. Miss Brown was
(Knowltoni Colby.
vacuum-packed canned
variety keep at least a week before using.
and Mrs. C. W. Mank.
county winner in style dress revue
Molded Salmon
She was married to Capt. Joseph
and
then
you
have
only
.
one
hot
Mrs. Alford Wiley and family en
contest at Rockland.
Two cups flaked salmon. 1 tea Eaton of Isle au Haut and resided
vegetable
to
cook
..
.
peas,
or
string
joyed a picnic Sunday at Vinal
Mr. and Mrs. Hosmer Jones of
spoon salt, 1H teaspoons flour, 1 there several years.
Point, those present Including Mrs beans as second choice).
West Hartford. Conn., arrived
teaspoon mustard, cayenne. 2 egg
Deceased was a member of the
There
should
be
at
least
two
trays
Wiley's brothers and sister and
Tuesday and are guests of his
of ice cream in the refrigerator apd yolks. 1‘4 tablespons Land O' Lakes Juanita Chapter. O.ES. and ot
their families.
mother, Mrs. Harriet Jones. Mr
Butter.
cup milk. '« cup vinegar. Congregational Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ycrk and a jar or two of fruit sauce, choco
and Mrs. Jones made the trip from
1 tablespoon gelatin, '< cup water.
She is survived by a sister Abbie
late
or
butterscotch.
Fill
up
the
Miss Gertrude Wyman of Portland
Rockland in a canoe.
Mix dry ingredients; add egg Gray, a nephew. Harry Colby; and
cookie
Jar.
check
the
rows
of
tall
were callers 8unday at Clifford
bottles of cool drinks and lay in a yolks, butter, milk and vinegar a niece Mrs. Emaron J. Eaton.
Mrs Florence Guilford
Mank's.
The funeral was held from the
dozen
lemons Remember the poem? Cook over boiling water until mix
This community was saddened to
ture thickens. Add soaked gelatin Congregational Church Wednesday
"The
perfect
woman,
nobly
planned
Always think before you act, but
learn of the death of Florence Guil
Strain and add flaked salmon Mold with Paul Svster officiating. Burial
ford, wife of Arthur Guilford, which don't think too long about an- to be a satisfactory spouse, has ash
and chill ln refrigerator Serve was at Webb's Cove.
trays
always
close
at
hand
and
occurred June 28 at her home. Mrs. swerlng Intersting classified offer*
with a cucumber sauce.
lemons always in the house!"
The British Supermarine Spit
If it's to be a picnic pack the
MENU
fire, a single-seat intercepter, has
basket with everything but "eats"
Breakfast
a top speed of oveT 360 miles an
the night before. It's odd how many
Rhubarb Sauce
hour. Tlie plane carries eight ma
things we can forget in the rush of
Wheat Cereal and Cream
getting off on a picnic. Tlie wise Shirred Eggs
Bacon chine guns. The wings and fuselage
are all flush-riveted for speed.
mothers keep a full list of picnie
Popovers
"musts" in the basket and check It
Coffee
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
at the last minute before departing
Lunch
WORK WONDERS
Don't forget your bottle of sun lo Broiled Beef Loaf
tion and a spray gun of goed Insect
Tomato Salad
spray. The mosquitoes can have a
•Honey Date Bars
field day too. you know if you aren't
•Fruit Flip
protected. A grand and glorious
Dinner
Fourth to you. It will be a signi
Salmon and Green Peas
ficant one for American families
New Potatoes in Cream
this year, too.
Tossed Chef's Salad
Fruit Flip
•Strawberry Bavarian Cream
Ont cup granulated sugar, 3 cups
Coffee
water. 1 cup orange Juice, 1 cup
• Recipes given.
Welch Orape Juice, 2 cups pine
apple Juice, two-thirds cup lemon
RENDEZVOUS WITH LOVELINESS
| For The Courier Gazette|
Priscilla Lane. Dennis Morgan. Thomas Mitchell and large Irish east Juice. 6 fresh mint leaves.
Boll the sugar in the water for I have a rendezvous with health.
ii Three Cheers For the Irish," playing at the Comique Theatre, Camden,
blithe are my days with rapture; I
two minuted. Cool and add the AnrP
Friday and Saturday, July 5 and 6.
Walking miles with many a smile
fruit Juices. Mix in the mint leaves Through sweet winds and perlumes
.
wiles.
and pour into a jar. Cover and , Drenched with sunshine ln sheltered
store ln the refrigerator. When While nooks
rending from my choicest books;
time to serve discard mint leaves. Across the fields I hear a note—
Birds roqueting in lovers rote.
I add a cup of iced water for each cup Oh. joy of life through harmony
I Eastern Standard Time)
Wt
of Juice and pour into tall glasses With heal h In brimming ecstasy.
K S F
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
OPEN POTS
half filled with broken ice. Garnish Rockland.
BAKttHtM
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
with fresh mint leaves and serve at
OVENS
Effective June 20 lo September 15, Inclusive
Eighteen of tlie 24 national parks
IN REAL brick
i once
Read Down
in America now arc open through- ,
Strawberry Bavarian Cream
Daily
Dally
One tablespoon gelatin, S cup out the entire year
Except Dun.
Except Sun.
Sun. Only
Sun. Only
cold water, Sicup sugar. 1 cup
A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.P.M.P.M.
crushed strawberries, two-thlrds
11-55
7.00
5.35
4.20 2.15 8.00
Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar.
cup heavy cream; 1 egg white. 1
10.55
6.00
4.35
5 40 3.30 9.10
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar.
tablespoon lemon Juice.
6.50 4.40 1 0.20
Lv. STONINGTON.
Ar, 9.50 5.00 3.25
“S*
GOOD TASTEf- ■
2.15
7.50
11.30
Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 845
Soak gelatin i» ’i cup cold water
Read Up
in top of double boiler 5 minutes,
add sugar and 14 cup water. Stir
VINALHAVEN LINE
over boiling water until gelatin and
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
sugar have dissolved. And crushed
Read Down
Dally
. ►,
Dad)' , k
■ e.
Except
F.xeepl^z Daily
Sat
4
sng
Daily
Sat.
Except’*
RADIO REPAIRING
Sun.
sun.
Sun.
All makes serviced and recon
A.M.A.M.P.M
A.M.A.M.P.M.AM.
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
5.00'8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
tested free of charge. “Swap For
I
I
I
9.05
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Cash” Tickets given.
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Read Up
Frank Winchenbach, Service
• New York train connection Saturday only.
Dept.
Jit-LI
78-tf

VINALHAVEN

Page Five

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

“WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING”

-AKED

beans

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

H'mbfi mine is REALLY

All along the line from producer to your table
First National has, through streamlined
modern merchandising,cut out every expense
that could possibly be eliminated. These
husky cash savings are passed along to you
every day as you purchase choice vegetables,
fruits, meats, dairy products, and groceries
at your friendly First National Store.

FUNCTIONS WITH YANKEE THBIFT

I* *

RHK

FOR THRIFTY YANKEES

•' ** i r *' ’ u r
PRICES ONLY AT
ROCKLAND. RtM'KPORT, CAMDEN

*• •

LARD
PURE

7c

1 LB
PKG

SUGAR
FLOUR
Soda Crackers
FINAST
BREAD
241, LB.
BAG

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTBY
24', LB. RAG

MAYFLOWER

FINAST—ABSOLUTELY PUKE

MAYONNAISE

JAR
8 OZ.

12c-;d9c-;;.33c-°4,$1.15

FINAST
GOLDEN B'NTAM
PACKED IN MAINE

CORN
SPAM
HAMS

IIORMEL
A LUNCHEON MEAT DELICACY
IDEAL FOR PICNIC SANDWICHES

12 OZ.
TIN

AKMOI K'S STAR
WHOLE OR HALF

SMOKED—4-8 LB. AVE.

SHOULDERS

25c
22c
21c
19c

3

I FINAST SLICED
LB.

15C

BACON

Combination Sale
LETTUCE
MAYONAISE
PRUDENCE CORNED

BEEF HASH
GENUINE
HOME
QUALITY

l6 oz
TIN

17c

It ERERG
BIG VALUE

BOTH
FOR

FINAST
PINT JAR

23c

FANCY ALASKA

RED SALMON

TIMBERLAKE
FANCY
ALASKA

PINK SALMON
STEAK SALMON

MEDIUM
SIZE

RICHMOND PEAS

DEVILED HAM

LIBBY'S CORNED BEEF

2?&23«

MARVO
15c ™39«

RE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

l LB
TIN

t. 23c
Ten-B-Low
Grape Juice
29c
Chicken
Evr-Redy £* 'fc’Wc
R&R Chicken V.! t ..
lunch
?*wc
Armour's Tonjuc
lunch
t:*17c
Armour's Tongue
Geisha
<*..< 6^o
Chatka
«.□< 261&,A5c
2Me
Tuna Fish
Lobster I9«O Pack ‘“39c
Mild Cheese
u23c
Finast Bok«d
223c
Potato Sticks £3 n» 25c

TONICS
MILLBROOK CLUB - - ALL
KINDS - BUY SEVERAL
Contents

HOT

29c °nlV

APPLES
NATIVE

No<6

23c

TIN
20 Ol

1INS

23c

20 ot

TINS

27c

12 «> TIN

21C

TIN

10c

4 OI JAR

19c

IS oi

FINAST

REF«SHING - CONTENTS

J

CUT-RITE

PAPER

RC
fT
ROLL

PAPER NAPKINS

25C
TINS

4

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

29c
25c

2 ROLLS 29c

5c

BELLVIEW

BOX oi so

5c

THRIVO DOG FOOD ooz 89c
3
23c
KOOL CIGARETTES MENTHOLATCO 2,,K,i'31c
N.B.C. COCKTAIL ASSORTMENT ™ 23c

ICED COFFEE

"OLDE STYLE"
NEW ENGLAND LOAF

COOLS YOU OFF !
Richmond 2
27c
John Alden 2B.L0B, 33c
Kybo
1,7 35c
Copley
«3«

BREAD
BE CURE TO ORDER EXTRA
IOAVES FOR SANDWICHES

2 17c

SHREDDED WHEAT
EVANGELINE MILK
PREPARED MUSTARD

2

pk<5?

/. tall
TINS
FINAST - Salad
•
T*ream nt Morewrediek

17c
26c
8c

VEGETABLES
FOR HIE FOURTH

BANANAS 5 lbs 29c WATERMELONS
WINESAP TABLE

29c

DEL MONTE rSA,LAD0, ft'25C 2

yW FRUITS
MELO-RIPE

2

2

CALIFORNIA
IN TOMATO SAUCE

STUFFED OLIVES

MOXIE PURE

45c

TALL
TINS

2

FANCY QUALITY
VERY SMALL

FINAST PEAS

SARDINES

TINS

ft 35c

UNDERWOOD
DELICIOUS SANDWICH SPREAD

I All

2

65c to 85c

CALIFORNIA

4 lbs 27c FRESH PEAS 3lbs29c
NATIVE ICEBERG

CABBAGE 4 lbs 15c LETTUCE 2 hds17c
Cantaloupes 2 for 19c GREEN BEANS 2 lbs 19c
FANCY

LARGE RF.I)

TOMATOES 2 lbs 19c PLUMS
NEW CROP

2 doz 25c

TEXAS BERMUDA

POTATOES 15 lbs 33c ONIONS

2 lbs 15c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Corespondent
£££

Every-Other-Day
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Summer Stock

Thomaston’s Happy Young Folks

Boston Theatre Group
Will Open July 6 At
Friendship Playhouse

ROCKPORT

EMULATED THE RED MAN

UDAO CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2220 '

Hartford Couple Cross Penobscot Bay In
Canoe To Amaze Vinalhaven Folks

Final arrangements are being
made to bring the '•Boston Theatre
Geoffrey Gates of Philadelphia
Harold Spaight has returned to Group" to the Friendship Playhouse
Residents of Vinalhaven rubbed seas during the World War, and
is
at Orchard Farm for tire season.
for
a
season
of
Summer
Stock.
The
Brown Brook. N. J., after being
their eyes in amazement Tuesday accustomed, as one might Imagine
Mrs. Emery H. St. Clair and sons
guest two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. j group plans to produce only plays
afternoon when a canoe carrying to taking chances.
that have been recent Broadway
Emery and Warner were recent visi
Gerald Creamer.
a man and a woman put ln at
But neither Mr. nor Mrs. Jones
tors at the home of heT parents, Mr.
A quantity of material has been hits. Among the plays that will be
Creeds float. All the way across considered lt especially risky to
presented
are:
“
The
Circle.
'
Som

and
Mrs.
D
A.
Whitmore.
contributed to be made into gar
Penobscot Bay had come the cross the bay ln a canoe under
Mr. and Mrs. W. Leman Oxton, strange craft, propelled by sail or weather conditions as good as
ments for refugees and all who are erset Maugham's famous comedy,
‘
Caprice.
”
first
portrayed
on
Broad

Mrs. Nellie Staples, Mrs. Susie paddle as the condition warranted. those which marked Tuesday and
interested or would be wiling to
Auspland, Mrs. Edith Buzzell. Mrs. The day of the red man had re
help in the work are asked to at way by Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fonwhen they stepped into their 17Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Marion Ingra turned. with the exception that
tend the meeting being held at the tanne, "Night Must Fall," by Emelyn
foot canoe at 7.05 that morning
Williams,
and
many
other
plays
ham and Mrs. Marie Bisbee attend these canoeists were not redskins
Baptist vestry Monday at 2 o'clock.
they were possessed of an equip
ed the O.ES. School of Instruction' and they bore no scalping knives.
Sewing machines are also badly that will make up a well balanced
ment which seemed to lack only
Monday ln Vinalhaven. Mrs. Oxneeded and anyone having one to season.
The Islanders were presently a feather bed.
ton filled the station of marshal. making the acquaintance of Mr.
loan for the work should telephone The flrst that will be produced
Mr. Jones had a whistle attached
is "Squaring the Circle'' t Orson
Mrs.
Buzzell the station of organist, and Mrs. Hosmer C Jones of West
Cl.
to a cord around his neck and car
Welles Mercury Theatre version)
and Mrs. Auspland served as Adah
Miss Hortense Wilson will enter
Hartford, who had come to visit ried a horn and a flag, the latter
a hilarious comedy that will keep
Russell Staples, Roland Richards, J Mr. Jones' mother Mrs. Harriet to be run up with Union down if
tain the Contract Club Friday altthe audience laughing from the >
Clayton Smith, Ernest Crockett and Jones, and chose this very unusual1 a distress signal were needed. Tlie
ernoon at the home of her sister
time the curtain rises until the
Walter Carroll are planning to method of crossing the bay. Mr canoe also carried ample rations
Mrs. Fred Overlock.
final mirth provoking line.
Mgrv Hysom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. llarrv Hysnm of 17 High street. Thomaston, celebrated her spend the holiday in Boston, with Jones has a natural bent for the ! for three days in case the canoe
Earl Rich, of Auburn, Mass., is The group, presented by Douglas
birthday Monday afternoon by entertaining a group of friends.. Those present were: Front row, left the Red Sox and Yankee game the sea. and rightfully enough for he I became stranded on some island.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ife- Mills, is quite fortunate in having 1 t„ right. Betsy Kochs of Rockport, Marilyn Tinker, Marita fntler. Miss Mary Hvsom hostess. Edward Vinal.
chief attraction.
. is a grandson of the late Capt. Wil- j The sail with which the canoe
mey.
such a staff of trained artists Miss Alfred Starr and Richard McFarland. Back row. Keni eth VaLan, A'era Chapman, Robert McFarland, Sterling
Mrs. Sarah Prinqp jz moving to llan, R Crecd W|,ose name is1 was equipped was used to much
Doris
Clinkard.
the
director,
is
well
«*»»*"•
Jane
c
*
rt,r
of
Camden.
Virginia
Sanders.
Virginia
Pease.
Audrey
Young.
A pre-school clinic for children
the Torrey house on Church street, synonymous with early steamboat- j advantage, but it was a little rough
—Blackinton Photo.
of the pre-school and flrst grade known in Boston for her fine pro- j________________________________________________________________
formerly known as the Beale house. ing days when the old Pioneer cararound Norton’s Point, and it was
age will be held at the Selectmen’s ductions. Samuel Evans, the set
Mr: and Mrs. Delmont Ballard | ried those passengers who fared
FITCHETT-MOORE
wore Alice Blue. They carried gartaken in. and paddles produced. And
rooms July 11 at 1.30.
designer, has spent many seasons
have returned to Cambridge. Mass.I
(he malnland and (hp pox
Charlene Mocre. youngest daugh- <-cn flower.
It was just six hours later when the
Mrs. Lucy Clark entertained at in famous Summer theatres as
with his
. ..
i
Mn Charles H. Leach was in after spending a week...................
Islands. Jones, the younger, is in tiny craft tied up alongside Creed's
ter of Mr. and Mrs Haivey
”------- J.
bridge Monday afternoon compli scenic artist and designer. The
A A A A
mother.
Mrs.
Nellie
Ballard.
A A A A
charge of tlie church decorations
structor of manual training In the float.
Moore of Albany, N. Y. became the with Mrs. Ernest Rawley as her as
menting her guest. Mrs. Susie Po-1 cast includes Myra Kueken. Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Copeland of
Hartford schools, and prior to em
No adventures worth narrating,
JUNE COTE
land of Chelsea, Mass. The other! Libby, Florence Fisher. Doris Clinkbride of Otorge Richmond Fitch sistant. The ushers were Wendell Whitinsville, Mass., are vacationing barking for Vinalhaven was the
ln fact a bit -too prosaic—but a
Correspondent
guests were Mrs. Ralph Crawford, ard. George McConville, Joseph
ett. son of John S. Fitchett and the Triller and Alson Fitchett of at the Dalton cottage at Ballard guest of his sister, Mrs. Leo S.
ft ft ftft
thoroughly delightful trip, and
Park.
Mrs. Benjamin Smalley and Miss. Francis, Samuel Evans, and other
late Mrs. Fitchett of Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepusie.
Brault. Mrs. Jones is a former quite likely the flrst time any mem
Tel.
713
Eliza Whitney. Mrs. Crawford was actors that will join the group in
Miss Freda Snow has arrived from
N. Y.. Saturday at 3 o'clock at the
Immediately after the wedding, a
resident of Baltimore, a swimming ber of the white race had made
awarded the prize for highest j the near future. Tlie patronesses
Tenants Harbor Bantist Church reception was held at the summer Bar Harbor to spend tlie Summer
Instructor and an expert canoeist. the trip from the mainland to
Daniel
J.
Dickens
and
Charles
score, Miss Whitney second and [ are being selected now and a subThe marriage was solemnized by heme of the bride's parents, 50 at her cottage at Ballard Park. I Mr. Jones was in the service OverVinalhaven ln that manner.
Mrs. Smalley the consolation. Mis. scription
campaign
is
being Halford of Rockland have returned nev. Newell J. Smith, paster cf the guests being present. The bride's She will be Joined later by her
from a week's canoe trip, which church.
launched.
Poland received a guest prize.
mother for this occasion, wore a mother, Mrs. Fred Snow.
on a recent visit. On return she
Mrs. Lillian Perkins lias returned SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer This group of young people have, covered 135 miles, from Lake FronThe bridal party stcc.i Lefore the grev crepe gown with matching hat
and Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker of the courage to attempt a new en- tier up the St. John River to Alle- chancel which was banked with fir of rose tulle trim and corsage of after a visit of a few weeks with
Mrs. Esther Davis ricently passed was accompanied by her mother,|
Brunswick went Sunday to Quincy terprise to benefit Knox County gash Lake and back to Clayton trees to form an arch, combined pink roses. The house decorations her daughter in Bangor.
a few days with her daughter. Mi s. Mrs. Francena Winchenbach who
will visit there for a time.
Tlie Trytohelp Club met Monday Verne A'-horn In Thomaston.
where they attended the reunion I during the worried and anxious J Lake.
with loveiy garden flowers. Mrs. were cf garden flowers. A wedding
Miss Jean Brown of Bath is guest
of the Ross family held at the ] times, in an effort to help people
Ada Frances Ferrin. daughter of ffeweli J. Sin.tii was organb ’ while luncheon was served. Mrs. John night at the home of Mrs. Hazel
Mr and Mrs. Hairy Rogers spent
of
relatives here.
Cain
Next
week
the
Club
will
en

to
relax
and
to
forget
the
suffering
Mrs
Annie
Ferrin
of
Portland
and
Mrs
Willis
Wilson
delightfully
sang
home of James Ross.
Morris catering, assisted by Mrs.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr and Mrs. Franklin L. Pitcher
joy
a
picnic,
place
to
be
announced.
that
is
going
on
in
the
world.
•
Howard
Ferrin
of
Camden,
and
“
I
Love
You
Truly.
”
Margaret
Cant,
and
Mrs.
Evelyn
Mary Hysom celebrated her
Smalley at their Migmticook cot
announce the engagement of their
Mrs. Everett Pitts is in Framing tage.
------------- ---James Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The bride was given in marriage Hunnewell.
eighth birthday anniversary Mon
daughter Barbara Ann to Richard
ham. Mass. to spend a week with
NORTH
BURKETTV1LLE
Arthur
Brown
of
White
River
by
her
father
and
for
her
matron
The
gride
is
a
graduate
of
Pough

day afternoon entertaining a group
Mr. and Mrs. Bliven are enter Learson of Medford, Mass. Miss
Mr.
Pitts,
who
has
employment
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Orover and Junction. Vt., were married Wed- of honor she chose the groom .- keepsie High School, the Wood Purof friends at a party at her home
taining relatives from the West.
Pitcher is a graduate of Waldoboro
on High street. The guests were I son of Rockland spent the weekend | nesday night, at the home of the sister. Mr:s. Lewis Welch of Pcugh- ingten Secretarial School and Vas- there. During her absence their
James Atherton and Mr. and High School and Higgins Commer
daughter,
Miss
Josephine
Pitts,
is
' bride s mother. They were attend- keepsie. Izwis Welch, brother-ln- sar College. The groom is a gradu
Robert McFarland. Jr., Richard at Edward Millay s.
visiting friends at Westport Island'. Mrs. Charles Bullard of Medfield, cial School of Boston, and is em
McFarland,
Mrs. Arlene Esancy and children ed by Miss Phyllis Ferrin, sister of law of the groom, served as best ate of Poughkeepsie High School
Miss Helen Small Is having a va Mass., were visitors Friday at the ployed in the accounting depart
and of Cornell College.
Butler, Virginia Saunders, Ken-| visited Sunday at the home of her I the bride, and Edward Peterson of: man.
ment of the N. E. Telephone Co..
cation
from her duties at the Knox home of Harry Rogers.
The bride's traveling costume
neth LeVan. Marilyn Tinker. Au- father, John Simmons in North Portland. Mrs. Brown attended the The attractive bride was gowned
Mrs. Marcia Buker of Richmond Boston. Mr. Learson ts a graduate
Woolen Co. and is spending a week
i
schools
of
Camden
and
is
employed
in
ivory'
satin.
Her
long
veil
of
was
a
suit
of
rose
beige
Vermont
drey Young, Edward Vinal, Virginia ' Union.
with Mrs. Lina Joyce and daughter was at the home of George Palmer of Medford High School and also!
Pease. Vera Chapman and Stirling Mrs Susie Maddocks of Collins- at the Maine General Hospital Mr. tulle was attached to a Duches.; tweed with powder blue accessor Althea in Swans Island.
..........
is employed by the N. E. Telephone|
Brown
was
educated
in
the
Vercap
of
rosepoint
lace.
She
carried
ies.
About
July
15
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Risteen, all of this town, and Betsy vijje spent a few days recently with
tion
of
handwork
which
has
been
Co.,
in Cambridge, Mass
Mrs.
James
H.
8tanwood,
daugh

j mont schools and is employed by brides roses and lilies-of-thc-va! Fitchett w.ll be at their newly fur
Kocks of Rockport and Jane Carter her cousin. Miss Katharine
ter
Dorothy
and
granddaughters
done
by
tlie
school
as
well
as
a
pro

j
the
Eastern
Steamship
Company,
:
ley.
Yellow
lace
fashioned
the
manished heme in Poughkeepsie where
oi Camden. Stirling Ris.een won ston.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
' B. F. Mathews, Jr., has returned ’•ron °f honor's gown with a maicli- the groom is associated with his Barbara and Elizabeth Stanwood of gram featuring numbers by the dif- ,
the prize for finding the most pea
Miss Arabelle
Jamaica
Plains.
Mass.,
are
occupy

ferent
classes.
All
children
who
1
ing
ccronet
of
Lowers.
Site
carried
father in the dairy business of
from a business trip to Portland.
1
nuts in the peanut hunt, and Ken-1 ^en“^BeUMt
ing the M. W. Spear apartment on have attended any of the sessions •
S’OTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Miss Caroline Thorne and Miss a bouquet of Shasta daisies. Am; Fitchett Brcs.
neth LeVan was awarded the con-1
State Highway Commission
Camden
read
for
the
months
of
July
are
asked
to
participate
in
the
proj
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and Ella I. Graeff have arrived from Welch, an attractive young miss,
Sealed proposals addressed to th©
solation lor having the smallest and August.
gram and to meet at the vestry at , State Highway Commission Aligns La,
children and Miss Minnie Light Germantown. Pa . to spend the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lew. TENANT’S HARBOR
Maine for building three sections of
number. Ice cream, cookies and i
The closing exercises of the 6 45 Attendance certificates will State
were callers Tuesday at Nelson Cal- Summer at the Perry Homestead,
Welch. acted as flower girl. She
Highway will be received by the
birthday cake were served and deco-1
Mrs. Robert Marriott has em- Church Vacation School, which has be awarded with a special honor Commission at Its office ln the State |
rwood s in Union.
High school Band is holding was sweetly attired in white organ 1 ployment at the South Side during
House. Augusta Maine until 10 a m.
rations were of pink and white.
been conducted at the Baptist ves award for memory work.
iE stern Standard Time) July 17. 1940 |
Mrs. Annie Collins and two chil- weekly rehearsals during the Stira- die with yellow accessories.
the summer.
at that time and place publicly ,
Legion Fair parade preparations
try during the past two weeks, will
The Nitsumsosum Club met Tues- j and
The
bridesmaids,
sisters
of
the
opened
Bituminous Macadam Burare going forward with tentative dren. and Patrick Manning of Dan mer and will present several out-of.
Mrs.
Ida
Rivers
has
arrived
frem
day
night
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
>»ce
Federal Aid Project No MI2).
be
held
Friday
at
7
o'clock
in
the
bride,
were
prettily
at
’
lred
in
lac
:
vers.
Mass.,
were
recent
guests
at
Bridgton,
length i 09 miles: and F A.
door concerts during the season.
plans being made to have a demon
gowns with matching Duchess caps ! Massachusetts and is occupying her auditorium, to which the public is Mrs. Dcuglas Bisbee for supper and ( project No. 374-Ail), Berwick, length
Frank
Esancy's.
All
visiting
High
School
instrumen

3
81
miles
Gravel Surface. Federal
stration of modern mobile anti-air
Invited. There will be an exhibi- bridge.
—Miss Margaret Moore, fashioned J homestead.
Aid Secondary Project No FAS 333 Dili
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and talists who are Summer residents of
craft units, together with a section
Hope, length 047 miles. The attention
Mrs. Mary Monaghan is visiting
in rose mist, while Miss Alice Moore
■ of the bidder ts directed to the Special
of coast artillery. It is also prob- three daughters of West Washing this town and vicinity are invited
I Mr. and Mrs. Edward Monaghan in
ProvMona covering subletting or as-|
signing the contract
The minimum!
uble that these units will be accom ton visited Sunday at the home of to join with them for rehearsals and
Vinalhaven.
wage paid to all skilled labor employed
concerts. Contact the Director. Mr. tis String Quartet. Hellmut BaerAubert Leigher.
panied by a military band.
on these contracts shall be not
Mrs. Laura Rawley opened Wan
than 80 cents per hour. The minimum!
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner and Calderwood. either at the Elrn wald. and Agnes Davis, soprano,
wage paid to ail labor, intermediate!
e-set Inn Monday.
who
will
be
accompanied
by
Edith
Street School Building, or at his
grade employed on these contracts!
daughters.
Barbara
and
Hope.
Mrs.
DUTCH NECK
shall be not less than 50 cents per|
Braun. All are residents of Cam
Rev. and Mrs. Moor are at their
Lelia Turner and Miss Mabel Rob residence. 39 Mountain street.
hour
The minimum wage paid
Miss Madge Goodrow of Saco
den.
except
Miss
Davis,
who
will
I
cottage
for
a
few
weeks.
ail unskilled labor employed on thesel
Fred R Rice has returned from
bins were at the home of Herbert
contracts
shall be not less than 40r
has been recent guest ot Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson
cents per hour
Each proposal mustj
Esancy in South China, Sunday the Rice reunion held Sunday at come from Philadelphia especially
Claude Miller and Miss Ella Miller.
be
made
on
the blank forms provide
were here over the weekend.
North Waterford. He was accom for the concert.
on a visit.
bv the Commission for a copo
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh and
It is hoped that the effort which; Mr. and Mrs. James Patterson are
which a payment uf one dollar wl.l bej
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Leigher and panied by Mr. and Mrs. Zebediah
required and must be accompanl
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wollas
by a certified check for one thousand
Clifford Cheney of Hopkinton. Norton of this town. The reunion the artists and members of the com- occupying an apartment in Ute
11000) dollars pavable to the Treasure!
ton. Mass., arrived recently to spend
mittee
have
made
will
te
rewarded
,
James
Taylor
house.
Mass., spent a few days recently was held in the Old Hotel which was
i f the State of Maine Plans may be|
the Summer at their home here.
m en
and form, of epeclflcatlona and
ouilt
in
1798
by
Sergt.
Rice's
greatI
by
the
wholehearted
rsponse
of
the
Lercy
Meservey
has
rented
his
at the home of Arthur Leigher and
contract may be obtained from thel
Communi’y. Much effcTt has been' cottage to summer residents.
Mrs. Lena Miller of Bath was a
--111-',, of the Commission. Augusta. Thel
were supper guests at the Aubert grandfather. It contains all the
right Is re.ened to reject any or all|
visitor recently at the home of Mr.
expended to make this or.e of the
Mrs. Ailen Conary has returned
Leigher home. On return they were old cooking utensils which were in
proposals.
and Mrs. Granville Gross.
most
successful
concerts
this
com-1
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY
frem Rcckland where she visited
accompanied by Lloyd Leigher who use at that early date. Sergt. Rice
COMMISSION
munity
has
ever
heard.
Mrs.
W.
Prof, and Mrs. Anthony
Mrs.
Mattie
Barter
who
is
in
ill
Augusta. Maine. July 3. 1940
will be their guest a few days be- invited the reunion to meet witr
80-16
Griffin
Gribbel
is
chairman,
and
have returned to Ann Arbor,
health.
fore going to the Shriners Hospital him here at the next convention
members
of
the
ticket
committee'
after several days' stay at
(
Mrs.
James
Taylor
has
employJuly 6, 1941. These officers were
in Springfield for treatment.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Summer home here.
Stanley Carleton and Willard elected: President. Philip Stone of are Mrs. J. R. Proctor. Mrs. J. Hugh ment at the South Side.
WHEREAS. John Johnton of Sou’ll
-------------- —
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Emus of Carleton of South Union passed the Norway, vice president. George Rice Montgomery, Mrs. Standish PerryThomvston, in the County of Knc
and State of Maine by h's mortgagSomerville. Mass, passed the week weekend at Mrs. Lelia Turner’s.
Read The Courier-Oazette
of North Waterford; and Secretary, and Milford Payson.
deed dated March 28th. 1922. and re
corded ln Knox Registry of Deeds,
end with Mrs. Emus’ parents Mr.
Doward Smith visited his uncle, Beatrice Fitts of Quincy, Mass.
Book 189, Page 472. conveyed to M«:t
.pnd Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
L Toorpakka of said South Thoma*
Miss Rita Burk of New York City
Horace Smith in Jefferson recently.
ton. a certain lot or parcel ot landj
Maynard Winchenbach was a The Farm Bureau held a baby is guest of Mrs. Maud Porter.
with the buildings thereon, situs
ln said South Thomaston and bound
visitor Sunday in Conway. N. H
Donald Spaulding has returned
clinic Friday at the home of Helen
ed and described as follows
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McRae and Prior with a doctor and nurse in from a visit with his grandparents.
BEGINNING at the Southwest corne
of land of Perley Graves at the George
son of
o Boston
oston are at the Waltz attendance.
Eighteen
children Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cole in New
River; thence by said land East,
Southeast 4C7 rods to a granite menu
Homestead for the Summer.
York. Mrs. Cole returned with him
were examined.
ment: thence South, Southwest 411
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Harrison
rode to a granite monument at land ot
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Esancy of and is guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Harrison P Babb: thence by eald Ian.
of Port Washington, Long Island, Union were callers Friday at Frank ( Leola Spaulding.
and land of John Thompson, formerly,
West
Southwest as now fenced to thN. Y. are at their Summer home Esancy's.
Arthur Bishop of Waltham, is
Georges River; thence by said rive:
“Waldheim'.
Westerly
and Northerly to place of be
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ireland and visiting his brother and slster-inginning
Miss Katharine Thurston were 1 law. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bishop.
Also another lot of land, bounded
follows:
In tbo hope that by damming up visitors last Thursday at the home
Waldemar H. Thoresen was guest
BEGINNING on the Southerly llnel
of aforesaid lot 53 rods from George^
streams and making ponds they will of Ajexander Mayo In Thomaston. ) speaker Tuesday at the meeting ol
River; thence West Southwest to said
stop soil erosion, beavers are being
Bernard Dunbar of North Grafton J the Rotary Club. He spoke of conriver: thence around the shore South
erly to the Southward of the brook
imported into Idaho.
I and Mrs. Florence Dunbar of: ditions in Norway prior to its inthat runs from the spring to a stake
and stones In the fence; thence run
" Middletown. Conn, were guests j vasion and Its lack of preparedness.
ning by the fence 12 rods to the spring;
thence running 12‘i rods to the first
j last Thursday al the home of Au Visiting Rotarians were E. L. Brown
bound, the whole containing 145 acres,
WISHBONE
bert Leigher and also called on Ar- and H P. Blodgett of Rockland and
more or less, and being the home
stead
farm of the late Elijah Hall, and
John F. Forward of Hartford. Conn.
I thur Leigher.
the same as occupied by him ln his

Tel. 190

CAMDEN

BILLROY S A SHOW OF BEAUTY

I

AT WALDO THEATRE JULY 6

HAWAIIAN

HANGERS

Elephants which have died a nat
ural death never are found in the
regions where they live In a wild
state. Wlwre they go to die is a
question which has puzzled scicnlists for many years.

1

I
1
i

Buy Yourself rich—through clas ,
sified offers

NOTICE!
Shaped to the natural curve ol the
shoulders. Preserve original tailored
form thus adding life to garments.
Made ol hard maple, shellac finish.
' Trftdeijark Jtee. U.8. I‘at. Off

Add 10 Cents for Parcel Post
Shipment

Haskell & Corthell
Men’s and Women's Outfitters

CAMDEN, MAINE

In aecordanre with Gov. Barrows' proclamation of June 14,
1940, railing for registration of all
aliens in the State, we, the un
dersigned request that all such
aliens, living in Rorkport, appear
at the Selectmen’s Office on Fri
day, July 5, from 1 to 4 p. m„ for
registration.
A. K. Walker,
J. J. Dunbar.
Emil Erickson.
80-lt

Benefit Concert at Opera House
A concert will be given July 19
at the Opera House for the benefit
of ,he Red Cro“> Community Hosand District Nursing Association.
Famous artists who have generously agreed to perform are Zlatko
Balokovic Carlos Salzedo. The Cur-

TUTORIAL
INSTRUCTION

Languages
MILFORD A. PAYSON

Camden, Me.

Tel. 2158

Marion Roberts, leading lady in "Billroy's Comedians”

A NOVEL STAGE.
MUSICAL SENSATION SFT

W THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
AMERICAS PABAOISE,
Of THE PACIFIC,

HEATS THE HAUNTING
UKELELE
TUNES see the ppeTtt hula hula
6/PL DANCE ENTBANClNGLY
TO ALLURING MELODIES

Bell's Original Hawaiian Follies, recently received enthusiastically at
KKO Keith’s Theatre in Boston, will be presented at the Waldo Theatre
Saturday onlV. July 6, with a matinee at 2.30 and two full evening shows
at 7 and 9. This entirely native troupe comes directly from the romantic
island of Alolia-Oe and presents decidedly exotic and authentic Hawaiian
entertainment. In addition to the universally loved island music, played
and sung by the whole group, P.aby Joy, Hawaii’s Shirley Temple, amuses
with film star impersonations and, of course, the native girls treat with
versions of their far-famed Hula-IIula dances. On the screen, George
O’Brien in “Bullet Code.”

A group of beautiful chorines in I
the cast or Billroy’s Comedians, the I
most eye-fllli.rg stage show ever to
be presented under canvas, is pic
tured above. They and many more
of their talented sisters all add to
the visions of feminine loveliness to
be found in Billroy's. 1940’S thrilling
theatrical extravaganza which ap
pears in Rockland on Tuesday, July
16, for one performance only, in Its
big tented theatre, which will be lo
cated at the old circus grounds on
Pleasant street.
The entire gamut of the musical
revue, night club and radio enter
tainment fields is covered ln this
one masing of the world's finest pro
gram ever to tour In a tented the-

atre. Billroy's Comedians offer a
cast of 80 people, presenting 15 fea
tured vaudeville acts, and starring
exotic Luana, sensational LatiaAmerican dancer in her unique of
fering, “The Danse Savage." Bill
roy's Comedians towers above other
entertainment efforts and Is the
leading amusement event of the
season.
Never in the annals of tented stage
presentation has a show of th's
magnitude been presented at popu
lar prices, with ladies free when ac
companied by one paid adult admis
sion. Tire doors of the big tent open
at 7.15 p. m„ with the overture fol
lowing at 7.30 and the curtain is at
8.15 sharp.

lifetime, together with the buildings
thereon ___
AND WHEREAS, said Matti L Toor
pakka has deceased, and the under
sign'd Ida S Toorpakka Is the duly
qualified Executrix of the will of said
Matti L Toorpakka. and WHEREAS
said Ida S. Toorpakka, ln her said cap'
aclty as Executrix by her deed of as
slgnment. dated May 22nd. 1934. and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds.
Book 173. Page 594. conveyed to the
undersigned said mortgage deed and
note and the debt thereby secured and
all rights and Interests by virtue or
said mortgage ln and to the ipremlses
therein described
AND WHEREAS the condition ol
said mortgage has been broken,
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of th<
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Rockland. Maine, June 19th
1940.
IDA S. TOORPAKKA
74-Th-M

DAYS OF
HELP FOR
DISCOMFORT

Try CHICHESTERS PILL8
for functional periodic pain
and discomfort. Usually
give QUICK RELIKP. Ask
your druggist for—

CHICHESTERS PILLS
THE DIAMOND
IN BUSINESS OVER

BRAND '
50 YEARS

Puge Sevefi
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Every-Other-Day

IIL’CKINS-IIALL
Taking her inspiration from the
rays of the setting sun, Miss Elea
(Can you identify them?)
nor Hall of 66 Houghton street. Wo
burn chose a smart wedding gown
in white rose patterned lace over
bridal satin for her eight o’clock
Ernest Johnson went Wednesday
wedding ceremony last Saturday
to Bangor, joining tlie musical or
ganization of which he is a member,
Monday afternoon, the campus Isabel Cumming, Miss Rachel K<#t. evening to Charles Huckins, Jr.
returning thence to Auburn, after home of President and Mrs. Arthur Miss Elizabeth Kruse and Miss E- son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hucka few days spent with his mother in
By K. 8. F.
A. Hauck of the University of Maine nora Savage of Bangor. Miss Alice ins of 5 Ingalls street, this city, at
this city and friends in Rockport.
Ann Donovan of Houlton, Miss Mary the First Baptist Church. The dress
was the scene of the lovely 4 o'clock
Upham of Biddeford. Miss Glenna was fashioned with a high bodice,
Those who motor and go to North
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Hurd and wedding of their daughter. Margaret Rankin of Rockland. Miss Honey sweetheart neckline, leg omutton
daughter Jean of Philadelphia are Ernestine, to Edward Rankin Ladd, Dcugherty of Camden and Miss sleeves which extended over her Conway, N. H., over the excellent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George H
hands in a point and wide, entranc roads the great nation and State
Hurd, Ash Point.
ing skirt which formed a short are providing, will feel that nature
train. A band of orange blossoms really excells in the beauty of this
James Pellicane and sister Miss
simply
confined her veil of illusion portion of the country. One of the
Miss Mildred Sweeney went Sun Josephine Pellicane have returned
which billowed behind her like perfect hostelries of that region is
day to Old Town to attend the La- from a two weeks visit with Mr. and
snowy foam and her flowers were the Eastern Slope Inn with its
Bree-Micliaud wedding which took Mrs. Prank Palma in Ozone Park.
a bridal shower of bride's roses and many advantages over almost all
place Monday morning at St. Long Island, N. Y. During their
others of which there are many, in
white sweet peas.
Joseph's Church.
stay they attended the World's Fair
The church presented a most at point of management and general
and many points of interst in Man
tractive appearance for the large excellence of character. Howard G
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd of
hattan.
ly attended service, evergreens and Philbrook who is the son-in-law of
New York are spending two weeks
I ferns forming an artistic back- W. O. Fuller and has many friends
vacation as guests of Mr Ladd's
Mrs John May and Mrs Helen
i ground for a prolusion of field dai in Rockland is the manager and
patents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter C J phulips drived from Cleveland
sies. Tall, lighted graceful can that alone expresses higli Ideals 'n
Ladd, coining to attend the Ladd- ] -puesday, the former to occupy the
upkeep. A short distance from this
Hauck wedding Monday in Orono.
delabra were placed in this setting
Vining cottage at Cooper's Beach
Inn is the greatest ski development
and white maline bows tied the
for the Summer. Mr. May will
in the country and this hotel caters
church pews.
Tlie annual picnic of the Shakes spend the holiday and weekend
to the thousands that frequent this
peare Society will be held July 17, here.
The selections "Because' and “I
playground
In seasons. The Mt.
at Crawford Lake, with Mrs. Arthur
Love You Truly” featured the half
Cragmore Skimobile Tramway is
Orne and Mrs. William EllingWood
hour
organ
concert
which
Leon
Col. Kenneth P. Lord, US A. and
the only one ln the world of such
the hostesses. Mrs. Maurice Love son Lieut. Kenneth P. Lord, Jr.,
Biganess, church organist, presen
great perfection and goes up the
joy and Mrs. Louis A. Walker are spent the weekend in this city. Mrs.
ted on the occasion and arriving
mountain side 5,000 feet; made in
also on the committee.
guests were seated during this pro
Lord, senior, and Herbert Lord ol
two sections with stop for perfect
gram by four ushers. Messrs. Ken
Harvard Law School, who came
safety half way up. There were
Miss Mildred Sweeney has re
neth Ralphs. William Wray. George
at the same time, will remain for
Edward R. Ladd and bride
over 22,000 on these skiing slopes
turned from a two weeks' trip to
West and Donald While, all of Wo
the Summer, going after the Holi
last
winter and the summer season
New York World's Fair. On re
day to their Port Clyde Summer son of Mr. and Mrs Walter C. Ladd Juliet Spangler of Winterport, Miss burn.
is quite as full of pleasureful ad- k
turn she was accompanied by Miss
The church clock had finished vantages.
home. The senior Lord has re of Rockland. The double ring cere- Elizabeth Gardner of Orono was in
Josephine Cunningham of Brook
striking the hour as Mr. Biganess
• • • •
cently been promoted to a full mony, was performed by Dr. Harry charge of tlie guest book.
lyn, N Y., who will spend Uie Sum
Upper right, No. 2
colonelcy and assigned as depart Trust, president of the Bangor The- : Leaving on their wedding trip, the sounded the first soft notes of the
Each
fragrance
in flowers is to
mer as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lower right, No. 4
Lohengrin wedding chorus and the some precious and also significent.
ment chief of staff of the First ological Seminary.
'
bride
wore
for
traveling
a
gray
and
Derby.
The
names
of
the
above
veterans
will
appear
in the next issue.
ushers
led
the
bridal
procession
fol

Aimy Cores stationed at Governor’;
White gladioli, peonies and Eas- white silk frock with red and white
Some love most the woodsy odors,
lowed
by
Miss
Andrea
Huckins
In
Tuesday's
edition:
Upper
left,
A.
S.
Niles;
upper
right, J. 1). Wins
Island.
He
will
come
to
Port
Clyde
ter lilies were used as formal deco- accessories. Returning they will be
some expressly delight in the aro
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Ryder who
Woburn,
a
cousin
of matic scent such as bee balm and low. Lower left, F. W. Morse. Lower right, Edgar Crockett.
ration throughout the home, tlie at home at "The Robert," Camden of
have been the guests of Mrs. Car at the season’s close.
bridal couple entering along a whits 1 Mrs. Ladd graduated from the the bridegroom as bridesmaid thyme and that other prpclous
rie Waltz, have returned to Brooks.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New ribbon aisle and standing before a University of Maine this June and Miss Beverly Harkins of Wo herbs give. Few realize that almost
Miss Ruth Seabury ar.d Mi^s York are at the Stanley House for fern bank flanked by white peonies Aanong her many activities she was burn. who served Miss Hall as maid every tree leaf or blossom of it has
Eleanor Carter were hostesses Mon two weeks.
The bride, who was given in mar- a member of the All Maine Wcmen of honor. The charming bride its own odor and many have very
day night at a miscellaneous shower
riage by her fatheT. Dr. Arthur A and Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. Mr walked with her uncle. Arthur W significant delights to the sense of
Mrs. Harry Gerrish. Broadway,
for Miss Dorothy Howard, whoce en
Hauck, wore a gown of ivory satin. Ladd, who is affiliated with the Bromley of Woburn who gave her smell. Someone has said of the
who
has been at Dr. Adam P
gagement has recently been an
fashioned with a sweetheart neck- Commercial Union Assurance corn- in marriage at this candlelighted j boxwood, "lt breathes the fragrance
nounced. Tiie shower was held at Leighton's Portland hospital fur line, long sleeves and a short train, pany as special agent, was gradu- service and upon reaching the of eternity.” This is a real study
Miss Seabury's home on Willow surgical treatment, has returned Her veil of tulle was caught at the ated from the University of Maine chancel she was met by the bride- in itself.
• • • •
street. Tlie color scheme of the home much improved in health.
coiffure with a coronet of orange j in the class of 1939 and was a groom and his best man, Weldon
Huckins of Wilmington, his cousin
dining room was pink and green
blossoms
and
she
carried
gardenias
member
of
Scabbard
and
Blade
and
July,
the
glorious
month of roses
Mrs D. E. Woolley and Mrs. Anita
Rev. Harold C. Bonell, pastor of and gardens.
with bouquets of pink flowers about
and
maline
leaves
for
her
bridal
Kappa
Sigma
fraternity,
W. Spear of Mt. Vernon. N. Y. ar
• • • •
the room. During dinner a bride's I
bouquet.
Tlie bride has been complimented the First Baptist Church, read the
rived Saturday to spend the month
cake, bearing a miniature bride and j
Mrs. Hubert H Hauck of Portland, at a series of prenuptial parties. On double ring service, and afterward
The
pecple
get the paper,
of July at their camp at Pleasant
groom, was brought in and placed i
sister-in-law of the bride, was her I Sunday afternoon. Miss Elizabeth there was a large reception in the
The town gets the fame.
Beach. Other guests there are Mr
before the bride to be. After din
matron of honor. Wearing a tail- | Kruse was hostess at an Informal Baptist Church parlors, where the
The printer gets the credit.
and Mrs. C. S. Woolley, son Stewart
ner the guests led Miss Howard into
ored gown of teal blue sheer crtp“ affair for intimate friends at her newlyweds were assisted in receiv
But the staff takes the blame
and guest Miss Ellen Emery of Mt
• • • •
the living room, where she was pre
she used a Colonial bouquet of yel- home on Howard street. Bangor.— ing by Mrs. Hall in ashes of roses
Vernon, N Y.
sented with a large pink and white
low roses and pink larkspur, with Bangor Daily News.
lace, Mr and Mrs. Bromley, Mrs.
By the power of Christian love,
basnet filled with gifts. The guests
Mr and Mrs. F. F. Hufnagel and matching floral arrangement ln i Attending from this city were Mr Bromley in Eleanor Blue lace and men are welded together in devowere Dorothy Howard, Katherine daughter Ann of Mt. Vernon. N. Y. her hair.
and Mrs. Walter Ladd, Edward Mr. and Mrs. Huckins. Mrs. Huckins tion and fellowship that passes beJordan, Mary Lamb, Patricia Hall, are occupying their cottage at Ash
E. Clifford Ladd of New York Rankin, Miss Harriet Rankin, Miss ln poudre blue chiffon.
vound boundary lines of country or
Miliicent Cakes, Norma Havener.
City,
brother
of
tlie
bridegroom,
Therese
Rankin,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Knott
Miss
Harkins
as
honor
maid
was
nation. Where lies the fault that
No matter where you go today or whose
Point.
Betty Beach, and Virginia Bowley.
was his best man
, C. Rankin, Miss Glenna Rankin. in a long, wide skirted gown of baby not enough cultivation of the deep
clothing you go in . . . stop a minute, and
Mrs. Carter assisted Mrs. Seabury
The Northern Conservatory Trio 1 Knott S. Rankin. Mr. and Mrs Ed- pink marquisette over rustling taf experiences of fellowship are prac
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham and
offer a prayer of thanks that you’re an Ameri
in serving and Mrs. Howard. Doro Mr. and Mrs. William Brewster furnished music for the wedding1 ward Hellier, Edward Hellier, Jr., feta, made with a high bodice, ticed by those who fellowship in
can
who is willing to defend the American
thy's mother, came as a special have returned from a fortnight's and for the reception which fol- . Miss Nancy Weeks. Mr. and Mrs. sweetheart neckline, and leg o mut Christian churches?
•
•
•
•
way
of living with your last deed, dollar or
guest
lowed,
with
parents
of
the
bride
Allan
McAlary,
Miss
Elizabeth
Mcton sleeves. She wore a short
trip to Washington. D. C.
Friend: "How is business?"
and bridegroom assisting in receiv- I Alary, Miss Elizabeth Till. Miss matching tulle veil in her hair
drop of blood.
Scissors grinder: "Fine.
I’ve
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Aiken of lng. Mrs. Hauck, mother of the | Rose Flanagan, Mrs. Clara Couhig, which was held with a band of blue
Morrill are visiting Mrs. Lena Mer bride, were a gown of rose-beige Miss Lucille Egan, Mr. and Mrs. Her- buds and carried an old fashioned never seen things so dull. Even
the politicians have not enough
lace, with corsage of Talisman i vey Allen, Jr., John Karl. Richard bouquet.
rill.
edge
to cut up any more.” ■»
roses. Mrs. Ladd, the bridegroom's French. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl,
Miss Huckins, as bridesmaid,
Miss Jeannette Gordon has gone mother, wore royal blue, with which ’ Mr. and Mrs. Leforest Thurston, chose a gown in baby blue mar
416 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 294
It is not clever but an evidence
to New York for a few weeks visit. she wore a hat of navy and a cor- ; Mrs. Russell Bartlett. Mrs. Charles quisette over taffeta, designed along
sage of yellow roses.
Lowe, Mrs. WUbur Senter, Mrs. exactly the same lines as Miss Har of poor taste to sprinkle conversa
The Dorcas Club was guest of
Assisting in the dining room were John McLoon Mrs. Donald Leach, kins' with a wide, billowy skirt, tion or letters or even essays with
Mrs. C. F Simmons Monday.
Mrs. Lamert S. Corbett. Mrs. Al- ' Joseph Emery. Mrs. L. B Cook. Mrs. high waist, sweetheart neck tmd foreign words or phrases.
• • • •
bert K Gardner, and Mrs. Joseph Fred T. Veazie, Miss Katherine A.
Was Shakespeare speaking with
Tiie remains of Miss Mary Har Murray of Orono and Mrs. Edward Veazie, Mrs. A P. Blaisdell and Miss leg o mutton sleeves. She also car
rington were accompanied to this Spangler of Winterport. Friends Barbara Blaisdell. Mr. and Mrs. A. ried an old fashioned bouquet and visioning eyes when he said, "In
city Tuesday by George K. Har of the bride who helped to serve U. Dougherty and daughter Miss wore a short matching blue tulle time we hate that which we often
rington and Mrs. Anne Gay Ney included Miss Betty Bray and Miss Hcney Dcugherty of Camden were veil in her hair, held with a band fear?'’
of pink buds.
who were guests of Mrs. Anne But Mary Louise White of Orono, Miss .also present.
When the German propaganda
Mr. Huckins and his bride left
ler during their brief stay. Mrs.
lor a honeymoon ifi Maine and New film, "Polish Campaign" was shown
Butler returned with them Wednes
Miss Frances Moore of Sydney, NORTH WALDOBORO
Hampshire. Mrs. Huckins wearing in a theatre in Madrid, Spain, many
day for a brief visit.
N. S.. is the guest of Mr and Mrs.
Rena Smith of Waldoboro was an ensemble in blue and rose jer- people walked out before the finish.
William E. Tarbox manager of Oliver W. Holden Old County road guest last Thursday of Alice Dun selda going away. They will be Will Germany ever be popular in
at home after July 20th at 11 Eaton this great world again?
Hotel McAlpin, N. Y., is in Thom
can.
• • • •
II GFKKISII, Dealer
Mrs.
Mary
Chase
of
Boston
is
a
street.
Winchester.
aston on his annual vacation. This
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of
No
history
of
any
nation
shows
guest
at
the
Chase
Farm,
Beech
The bride, who is popularly known
ROCKLAND, ME.
news item has appeared annually
Bath were visitors Sunday at
J 76 MAIN STREET,
in Woburn, is a graduate of Rock that a period of peace without
ln these columns for many years Hill.
Oeorge Benner's.
Friday and Saturday
domestic or foreign wars existed for |
to the satisfaction of Bill's wide
Mr. and Mrs John Burnheimer, land High School in Rockland, Me
Miss
Eleanor
J.
Hall
Is
at
Camp
daughter
Ruth
and
Elizab-tn
Miller
Mr. Huckins. who was graduated more than 399• years.
fOO
1.20
ICO
circle of friends hereabouts. This
• * *
year, however, his visit partakes of Pesquasawasis, Poland, for the passed Saturday night and Sunday from Woburn High School and Bur
Lydia Pinkham
CLEANSING
S Grain
Liberty! That greatest of all
dett College is a representative of conditions for the most perfect
a honeymoon aspect, as he is ac months of July and August.
at Martins Point.
Veg. Comp.
ASPIRIN
TISSUES
companied by his bride. Congratu
The school reunion was held the Southern Pacific Railroad.
and comforting security, Americans
14‘
A clamming party headed by Prof. Wednesday at Maple Grange haU,
The above report Is from a Wo will fight for as other nations have,
lations are being showered upon
Wilbert
Snow
and
his
stalwart
sons
where
d(
.
spUe
lnclement
weather
63
burn newspaper. The bride is a to the bitter end.
the happy couple.
augmented in strength of purpose gathered to partake of a fine din daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
by Dick Fuller of St. Petersburg. ner and enjoyed an excellent pro E. Hall of Warren. Mrs. Hall at
Is It a fact that the need for mak- i
1.00 Hinds Honey and
Ironized Yeast,
Fla., made the flats of Mussel Ridge gram in the afternoon Officers tended the ceremony as did the ing profits is really tlie tragedy of
wail with loss in numbers of clams, were elected and as a closing fea brides grandmother. Mrs. George the business world, "To do unto
Almond Lotion,
49c
but happy supper parties and ture, ice cream and cake were A. Miller, who was a guest of her others, etc.” ln the manner of
Doan’s Kidney Pills 49c
chowder luncheons followed the served.
daughter in Woburn.
early teachings?
Dr. West Tooth Brush
• • • •
prowess of the diggers.
Mrs. Maude Mank and Winnie
1
Doz.
Sanitary
Sherman were guests las: Thursday
Live your life while you have it. One Too Many
Calcx Tooth Powder,
This tale relates how a bishop, ac
In 1929, 3,880,206 new’ automobiles of Isa Teague ln Warren,
Life is a splendid gift; there is
12c
Napkins,
39c
were registered, a record year. It is
Mrs. Preston Lewis is caring for nothing small about It; but to live costed o:i Fifth avenue by a neat,
but hungry, stranger, derived
estimated that 44 percent of that Mrs. George Reynolds and infant yoir life, you must discipline it.
5 lbs Water Softener 59c
prof't from the encounter.
number are still in operation.
son.
1.E0 Noonan's Hair
The
bishop,
so
runs
tae
yarn,
took
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
I----------------------------Pi trolle,
89c
the needy one to * Hotel and . hared
WORK WONDERS
Friendship is a sheltering tree.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
25c Colgate Shave
a gorgeous dinner with him. yet,
Cream,
2 for 26c
laving left his episcopal wallet in
Terri Apple Blossom
lhe pocket of a different episcopal
Cologne with Atomizer
jacket, suddenly faced the embar
GR APHIC S
EOc Halo Shampoo,
rassment of not possessing the
79c
2 for 51c
DON AMECHE • EUGENIE LEONTOVICH
wherewithal to pay up.
MARY BETH HUGHES • ALAN CURTIS
JOHNNY DOWNS
"Never mind," exclaimed his
THEATRE
Added
J■
Plus Tally-Ho. $25.00
29c 50c Amolin Cream
35c Skol,
guest, "I have enjoyed dining with
•MARCH OF TIME
you, and I shall be charmed to
10c Amolin Powder
(OUR NAVY)
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
shoulder the cost. Permit me."
Friday and Saturday
ROUTE 1 AT JUNCTION OF PLEASANT ST. ROCKLAND
5
lbs.
Malted
Milk
1.49
45c
Big Double Feature
NOW PLAYING
Whereupon the stranger paid for
Western Thrills!
The White Station with the Red Roof, just beyond the
PRISCILLA LANE
"GHOST BREAKERS”
DONALD BARRY
two. This worried the prelate, who
Pleasant Street Railroad Crossing, Route 1.
DENNIS MORGAN
with
“ONE MAN’S LAW”
insisted:
QUART
QUART
Developing
“3 Cheers for the Irish”
TRY OUR DELICIOUS LOBSTER ROLLS, 15 CENTS
BOB HOPE
"Jirst let me call a cab and we'll
ISOP
PAULETTE GODDARD
Served in your car with your favorite drink
and Printing
also
run up to my hotel, where I shall
Starts Sunday
FLIT
ALCOHOL
Maybe
you
prefer
a
Sanitary
Wrapped
Box
of
our
Crispy,
“Young Buffalo Bill”
have the pleasure of reimbursing
Any Size Film
Mealy, IiOT FRIED CLAMS, dirert from Gay's Island.
“ONE MILLION B. C.”
COMP.
Roy Rodgers, Gabby Ilayes
you."
1IOT DOGS 10c.
HAMBURGERS lOr.
FRIED CLAMS 15c
The most unusual picture ever
But the stranger met the sugges- i
LOBSTER ROLLS 15c
ENDS THURSDAY
filmed
FOR SALE AT OUR STAND SUNDAYS AND EVERY NIGHT
ion with: "See here, old man. You've 1
JACK BENNY In
FROM 4.06 TO 9.00 P. M.
stuck me for a bully good dinner,,
Shows: Mat. Z: Evg. 6 45 and «.«
Buck Benny Rides Again
FILL UP WITH TYDOL—FLYING A
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
but hanged if I'm going to let you
Sunday Mat 1— Daylight Time
stick me for cab fare!"

LADD HAUCK WEDDING

OClETY.

This And That

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Daughter Of University Of Maine’s Presi
dent Becomes Bride Of Rockland Man

AND THANK YOUR STARS

FOR THE STARS AND STRIPES

GREGORY’S

Timely
Greatn

ComiquE

89c

14c

25c

291

A NEW PLACE TO EAT
AND A GOOD ONE

THOMPSON’S FILLING STATION

Strand

21c

I
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With The Anglers

R

EALM OF
Music

In

CONGRESS. July

4. 1776
r

11 The Preacher Says

Dick Reed Tells What
They Are Doing Roundabout Maine

By Kenneth H. Cassens
—.——.

One advantage of life ln bur own
little section of the world that is
Maine fishing is holding up well seldom reckoned or appreciated is
»ftfirtffn
in all sections Deep trolling for
trout and salmon is producing the our <asy contact with the out-ofby Gladys St. Clair Hristad
test results in all but the ’emote doors. In Europe. »ven before war
northern, spring fed waters but a ravaged the continent, only the
lot of fish are being taken on the wealthy land-owner had access tc
Public education in music through without this activity which brings
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ness. Let them get out in the woods
gia Frye, all of Montville. and Mrs
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mcn according to Herb Allan of the
the very fine volumes on the shelves
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Going On a Cruise
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volumes devoted to many types of
Lowell and W C. Creamer.
Camp Tanglewood. one of the teen of the big fellows running dred feet in a few miles It has
from 8 to 10 pounds were hooked
Camp Tanglewood. the Y W C.A.
Twelve girls under the leadership,
musical literature and to collections
model camps erected by the federal over one weekend, several on dry been run only twice by canoes and
Rev and Mrs. J Reid Howse of
of both vocal and instrumental mu
once or twice by fait boat. Lakeof Miss Marion C. Eaton formerlv Belfast, Rev. O G. Barnard of camp in the Camden Hills, wiU government, has facilities of un
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vocal work than I am now I found
these collections of great aid.
er in Ridgewood. N. J., arrived at Camden, and Howard Plaisted of ■with 125 girls registered and a are on the site and a varied and bridge, at the old dam, in the pools velopment Commission is promot
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Miss Eaton's Summer cottage. "The Middletown. Conn, were recent practically full camp for the entire *\road program is possible.
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period. Miss Gladys B. RusseU,
bany. N. Y„ and O. H Dunscomb
talented daughter of Mr and Mrs
Boathouse at Bayside Wednesday
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and
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ant.
general secretary of the Y.W.C.A.. tennis teacher; Dr. J. O. Hutchins, of Jamaica, British West Indies is sponsoring a survey of the waters
S F Haskell of Warren, has a sea
An intriguing order in the mail
son's engagement with a trip at of Little. Brown <S: Company re after motoring through and stop-1 Mrs Herbert Knight, Mr and will be camp director, and a com- staff physician; Anne Hanson, arts each took a nice one recently.
in the Belgrade Lakes region this
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Peckett's Hotel in Franconia. N. H. cently instructed those publishers ping over one night outside of Wor- I Mrs Harold Cobb. Raymond Rob 4>etent staff has been named.
and crafts; Margaret Mersereau.
summer to ascertain the best meth
Great
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being
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in
The season will close Oct. 10. Miss to send one copy of Glenn Clark's cester. Mass. The cars were fur
od for stocking, feed conditions,
inson. and Oeorge Skinner recentlyMiss Mildred Marsden, secretary' dining room and accompanist, and Square Lake and other waters tn etc. Bass fishing in the Belgrade;
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River
Chain
according
to
visited Happy Valley Chapter. of girls' work at the Bangor-Brew
Emanuel Ondricek in Boston, and the sender s card, to Mussolini,
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reports received from Gordon Fra
er "Y," will be assistant director. dance instructor
also takes several subjects at the Rome. Italy. The order was ac the pilot committee. William War- 1 OE.S. of Brooks.
Other leaders will be: Gladys A zer of Frazer's Inlet Camps Monday.
New England Conservatory of Mu companied by a check, the pub- ren.
Still a lot of salmon being taken
Mrs. Olin Bonin of Skowhegan This will be Miss Marsden s fourth
very large,
sic. This past season she has been Ushers added
from Kezar Lake—By Dick Reed.
Weymouth and Melissa Jones, The fish are runlng
The girls are learning certain visited at the heme of Mr and Mr.- season as waterfront director.
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Aiby Howard .several days the pa
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women's symphony in Boston. Miss
Marie
Pecovelli and they should right away, anglers will HOPE
Miss Russell cited Links "Redis Farnum
Haskell has the happy combination Swanzey. N H . revieved Denman ling as they are leaving Saturday week
Mr and Mrs. Winthrop W. Haw
of distinct musical ability and Thompson's play "The Old Home from Camden on one of Capt i Miss Alice Mooney R N of Union covery of Man" as saying. “In Elizabeth Richardson, and junior compete for a beautiful trophy put
up by Richard D. Cushman of Se- ley of Waltham. Mass., are guests
charm of manner
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Wyman
and
stead " It was a big success. Thomp Swift's boats the lydia M Webster
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Paul Althouse. American tenor of son. as you may know, was a Swan- ' for a weeks cruise around the Pen- 1 and Miss, Noilett R N of Liberty dren 10 to 18 there will be summer Edith Rowe; Barbara Marsden will basco Estates to be awarded to the of the R. E Browns for a few days.
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the Metropolitan Opera Company zery resident, so that many of the obseol Bat- On this cruise the, were recent business callers here
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which
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Members of Rosewood Chapter.
by Lucille Cline. Mary Martin and man who won the State champion Mr and Mrs. Norman Crosby who
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, , O£.S. enjoyed an all-day sewing just as essential a part of educa
ship and the Wentworth Trophv
singers of the Salvation Army's small trouble. It was found to be and
tion as that which we have now Norma Jeanne Wilson; Faith She- last season with a 10 pounder he while here, railed on Miss Mary
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took from the Kennebec has asked
City i. They received their first play made famous by one of their hoisting sails, taking turns at the Will Newbert of Appleton. A boun
assisted
by
Anne
Hanson.
Betty
and poor."
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop Mrs. Hawley, Mrs. Lincoln, Miss
tiful dinner was served at noon.
vocal lesson May 28. Mr. Althouse former townspeople, and the public
wheel,
etc.
ment Commission, State House. Au Bills, Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Alice
Tlie
Camping
1
Swann
and
Elizabeth
Emery
.
An editorial in
in volunteering this service said support they received made the un
Mrs. Francella Moody has been
gusta. to handle the contest for him True were entertained at a lunch
The second week will be spent
that he wanted to help the three dertaking a financial success. I
World"
cited
by
Miss
Russell
also
visiting at the home of her niece
so entries should be sent to Reed.
eon-bridge Wednesday by Mrs. Fred
particular Salvation Army lassies believe that It is proposed to pre learning small boat sailing and
points out the place of camping: SOUTH THOMASTON
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"match the musical qualities of sent the play once a year in much rowing as wpII as other things per Mrs. Will Ward of China.
Gould of Camden.
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Tlie
Peoples
Methodist
Church
Mr and Mrs C. C. Pineo and
their worth with its spiritual quali the same fashion that Thompson taining to a nautical program. Their
Guests from New Jersey are at
Tuna
Club
says
that
the
boys
down
family, and Mr. and Mrs Palmer pleasure The sight of our trash will present Mrs Esther Mott Tripp,
ties." The chief difficulty. Mr returned home once each year to
the Phil Jones camps for the season.
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is
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basket,
bulging
with
mangled
lyric soprano of West Newton, Mas<.
Althouse states, seems to have been : piav the part of Uncle Josh. "Pot
Howard and family, all of Mon
Forenoon—7.30. reveilee; 8. flag treal, are at their Summer home scraps of paper testifies to our in a song recital at the Grange
to© much masculinity in the hymn I asn Bowl." the natural amphithea
book 'Sounds like a pun, doesn't ter 500 feet from the setting of raising; 8.15. breakfast; 930. inspec
present state of mind. Words seem hall July 3 at 8 o'clock. All music
it? i Their hymnal, he discovered, the original drama and used last tion; 10. instructon and boating; 12, here.
Jack Ooogins of Malden. Mass , i shallow, ideas thin, when one's at lovers are urged to attend. This
was written in two voices for men year for the production, will be dinner.
visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs tention is riveted on flaming Eu program will be interspersed with
singers. Now he intends to pro used again this year on July 18-19Afternoon—1, rest; 2. swimming h. E. Cunningham.
rope.
vide the lassies with new music ar 20 when the play will be presented.
talented readers. Mrs. Tripp will
ranged for three harmonizing fe
"The thoughts for this Summer be accompanied at the piano byThis is much after the idea of the and water sportX; 5, recreation;
Laurence Robbins ts a surgical
male voices, to achieve a "better annual presentation of “As the 5 45. flag lowering; 6. supper
patient at the Bradburv Memorial that streamed through my fingers Mrs. Faith Berry of Rockland.
harmonic blend." The first les Earth Turns" by Gladys Hasty CarEvening—7.30 speaker. Lincoln Hospital in Belfast.
as they Hew over the typewriter
sons were so encouraging that Mr. roll at Berwick.
Colcord. Thursday p m.; 9 30. crewYou surrender a dear friend at
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Mr and Mrs. Einar Erickson and keys were pointed toward this
Althouse believes that an hour a
week will accomplish wonders. The
the call of death and out of his
Emilie Loring, who has a large programs; 10.15, lights out; 10.30 family of Long Beach. N Y . are at Summer at camp.
singers report each Wednesday at and consistent following for her absolute quite.
"Let us Just give the kids of grave the Real Power of Friendship
; their summer home at Lake QuanMr. Althouse s studio. Incidentally stories, has a new one. "There Is
Crew I—Bosn.. Keller; Coxn J- tabacook. Mr Erickson will return America one swell time; let theirs rises stronger and more eternal in
the Metropolitan tenor knows a few Always Love," brought out on June Warren. G. Heiss. E. Willett, L.
soon to New York, where he will be a summer full of fun----- let ac- your life.
things about hymn singing, as he 12 by Little, Brown & Co.
Muller; Crew II—Bosn.. Himadi; teach this summer.
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has about 30 years of church singing
in the background of his operatic
Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon and
Della T. Lutes will have a new Coxn., M. Tether, A Payne, J Den
career.
book out on July 24—"Gabriel's ton. M. Bradley; Crew III—Bosn daughter, Miss Ruth Nixon, of
• You'll never go amiss
Search."
Eaton; Coxn., J. Lilly. B. Fennell, Rutherford. N J., have rented the
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with a mixer like Clicquot
I am delighted to hear that Ches
M. Low, B Bates.
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present the annual Summer concert Alcott s famous storv of which over Warren.
Mrs Belle Howes and Fred Wiley
at the Warren Baptist Church. The 900.000 copies have been sold.
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____________
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complete infusion of tiny
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mitchell and
brand with the Eskimo boy.
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Broderick Crawford left, Je ssle Ralph, Peggy Moran and Jolinnv Down* in
Univers-U’s “I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby,"
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